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TOWN OF

GREENWICH
Office of the First Selectman (203) 622-7710 fax: (203) 622-3793
Town Hall• 101 Field Point Road • Greenwich, CT 06830
E-Mail: fred.camillo@greenwichct.org

Fred Camillo
First Selectman

Board of Selectmen Meeting
Thursday, September 8, 2022
10:00 a.m.
Town Hall Meeting Room and via Zoom Webinar
https://greenwichct.zoom.us/j/88366647272?pwd=cnd3cDVSaElYWlNTb1kvMmxHSTBqUT09
Dial-in: 1 646 518 9805
Webinar ID: 883 6664 7272
Password: 0849900

AGENDA
1. Welcome and Pledge of Allegiance
2. Approval of minutes
Hold until September 22 meeting.
3. First Selectman’s Updates – Fred Camillo.
4. Selectmen’s Updates – Selectwoman Lauren Rabin and Select-person Janet
Stone McGuigan.
5. Old Business
a. Alternative route for East Coast Greenway from Stamford through Old
Greenwich and Riverside – second read: Michael Kiselak, DPW engineer.
6. New Business
a. Conservation Commission 2022 Open Space Plan – first read: Environmental
Affairs Director Patricia Sesto.
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7. Public comment period.
8. Appointments/Nominations
9. Adjournment

Fred Camillo
First Selectman

The Town complies with all applicable federal and state laws regarding non-discrimination, equal opportunity,
affirmative action, and providing reasonable accommodations for persons with disabilities. If you require an
accommodation to participate, please contact the Commissioner of Human Services at 203-622-3800 or

demetria.nelson@greenwichct.org
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TOWN OF GREENWICH, CT - Representative Town Meeting

ITEM NO:
DEPARTMENT:
CONTACT:
REFERRED TO:
VOTES:

Entered by Town Clerk
SELECTMEN'S OFFJCe
Conservation 2208denn
Patricia Sesto 203-622-7736
patricia.sesto@greenwichct.org
Entered by Town Clerk
Board or commission name vote (y/n/a)

RESOLVED,
that the 2022 Open Space Plan prepared by the Conservation Commission is hereby adopted
as submitted
EXPLANATORY COMMENTS

In response to the statutory charge of the Conservation Commission as presented in Section
7-131 a of the Connecticut General Statutes and by way of assignment within the R TMadopted 2019 Plan of Conservation and Development, Objective 4.6, Action Item 106, the
2022 Open Space Plan is presented to the RTM for adoption
ATTACHMENTS
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Preservation of undeveloped land is an essential undertaking in balancing a community's need
for development while not diminishing its quality of life. Land preservation ensures the continued
wellbeing of, and access to, unspoiled landscapes and the wildlife of our seaside community and
inland New England forests and fields. Since the beginning of the 20th century, Greenwich and its
land conservation partners have been fortunate to receive gifts of land from residents looking to
enrich the community. The Town and partners have likewise invested in land purchases to provide
passive recreation opportunities and to preserve some of the most treasured undeveloped land
in town .
Our job is not done. The needs of the community to have visual and tangible access to our
seashore, woodlands, and fields grow just as our needs for more housing and other community
amenities grow. The immense increase in people using the parks with the onset of the COVlD
pandemic beginning in 2020 was a clear reminder of just how important open space is to our
bodies and minds. But attaining open space does not happen without a plan and intention.
The following plan directly identifies pertinent traits associated with desirable open space and the
parcels that meet these criteria. The plan also outlines strategies to acquire protection of the land.
Success of this plan will be determined by the collaboration of the Town's conservation, parks, and
financial stewardship commissions, and of course, the Representative Town Meeting. Open space
protection is not a process that can be easily controlled and timed. The timing of acquisitions and
their terms are dictated largely by the donor or seller, and the Town needs to be in a position to
respond. Additionally, the cost of protecting land needs reckoning given preservation of open
space will be a multi-million dollar investment, even if the Town is successful in obtaining grants
to partially defray the cost. Establishment of a process for protection and the realistic means t o
finance the goal is imperative so that the Town can be nimble and ready as opportunities present
themselves.

Communit'es rightfully spend considerable financial
and personnel resources planning for development.
Of equal importance is planning for what should not
be developed and instead retained as open space.
The 2019 Plan of Conservation and Development
specifically calls out th·s necessity in chapter 4
where open space is identified as an important
component of balancing the negative consequences
of development and maximizing the benefits
of natural systems. Objective 4.6 charges the
Conservation Commission with formulating an open
space plan.

What makes Greenwich a h·ghly desirable place to
live 1s more than our schools, our strong economy,
our visual beauty, community commitment, and the
many amenities residents enjoy. What also makes
Greenwich highly desirable is how we feel about our

town; our sense of place brings to mind its historic
character, tree-lined streets, broad vistas of Long
Island Sound. and rolling landscapes further inland.
Open spaces are at the heart of the look and feel of
Greenwich and how we actively engage with many
of them reinforces our sense of place. Residents·
access to our gifts of shore and forest is certainly
a key factor in what makes Greenwich a highly
desirable place to live.
Open space 1s undeveloped land that make up the
vistas we pass by, the land we can hike, bird and
otherwise enjoy passively, it is the woods, beaches,
and meadow. And for the purposes of this report,
open space is also our managed parks, such as
Bruce Park, that are largely suitable for passive
uses. The undeveloped land that comprises open
space can be protected from or vulnerable to
development .
Be assured, open space is more than just a pretty
place; undeveloped land works for us by providing
<:rucial ecological services. Open space provides
broader public benefits by alleviating traffic
congestion, reducing air pollution. facilitating healthy
lifestyles, supporting our food resources, and
providing flood control, wildlife habitat, and clean
water. Undeveloped land is a refuge from noise and
cluttered visual stimulation. During the COVID 19
pandemic, public open space provided vital relief
and safe spaces. Who could have foreseen how
much of our lives would be cut off?

lntroducuo, -

Ecosystem
An ecosystem is an interactive relationship
between a communlty of living things
(biotic) and their physical environment
{abiotic). Ecosystems are commonly
named to reflect location and/or major
characteristics, i.e. terrestrial forest,
marine, or tundra.

Ecological Services
Ecological services are the benefits
humans derive from various ecosystems.
The United Nations MjUenrnum Ecosystem
Asse::,smenr (2005), which evaluated
the consequences of ecosystem
change, concluded that humans have
compromised the ability of Earth's
ecosystems to fully support human needs.
We are so fortunate to have open spaces that
helped keep bodie~ and m 11ds healthy for an
unprecedented number of people.
Open spaces also help mitigate the effects of our
changing climate. Forests assist in moderating
higher summer temperatures and facilitate ground
water recharge. An acre of woodlands can remove
50 lbs. of particulate pollution a year and absorb
roughly the same amount of CO2 a year into plants
and trees via photosynthesis. A single typical
medium-sized tree can capture as much as 2,380
gallons of rainfall per year lwww fs fed us), lessening
stormwater runoff. Protecting valuable floodplains
can limit damage to land and structures as storms
become "flashier" (more rainfall over shorter periods
of time) and more frequent. Different types of land
(forest, stream and river corridors, and wetlands)
provide different ecological services just"fying
protection for their untapped potential to be part of
future solutions.

homes near open space, with the greatest increases
accruing to homes in more densely developed
areas, and to homes closest to the open space
(gctiveljymgresearcb org. May 2010). The same
literature review further found that the larger the
open space, the greater the impact on home values.
Lastly, increased home value is not only a win for
the property owner; it increases the town's tax base,
too.
Since the 1960's the economic case for preserving
open space in the U.S. has been made countless
times. Advocates can cite any one of a myriad of
studles while opponents find flaws in assumptions
and methodology. It is true that measuring the
fiscal value of open space has its limitations given
that much of what preserving these spaces brings
to a society is intangible or the metrics to quantify
the values are not well formed. What is the value of
providing stopover sites for migrating birds? How
does one put a price on the stress relief that a walk
In the woods can bring to a person? Along with
these intangible benefits. there are many proven
economic advantages to protecting undeveloped
lands and their ecosystem services. And as
assuredly as these values exist. there are other
unquantifiable values that are equally, if not more
important. There comes a point where we recogrnze
the simple truth that preserving open space is so
advantageous it is simply the right thing to do.

While open space Is acknowledged for its ecological
benefits, planned open space is also proven to
be a tangible amenity that makes a community a
more desirable place to live. There is a significant
body of research detailing increase in value for
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Greenwich is fortunate to have wonderful partners to
rely on for protecting and repurposing land as open
space. Greenwich Land Trust and National Audubon
Society are also large local land holders, as are Aquarion
Water Company, and The Nature Conservancy.
For the National Audubon Society1, land preservation
began in 1939 with their purchase of the 285-acre
Fairchild Wildflower Sanctuary which was funded by
private donations. In 1945. an additional 134-acre parcel
was donated to make the property on Riversville Road
what it is today. Overall, the National Audubon Society
owns 680 acres over numerous properties, seven of
which are open to the public. In 1970, Audubon created
a land trust div1s1on, giving rise to Greenwich Land Trust,
which was established as a separate entity in 1976

.,

Eleonor & HorJ Ck/vis

Preservation of land for Town open space began as
early as 1908 with land donations. The first three major
gifts were and continue to be defining properties for
Greenwich. Robert Bruce donated 60 acres for Bruce Park in 1908, Island Beach was donated 1n 1918 by the
Lauder Family in memory of George Lauder, Jr., and Binney Park was donated in 1933 by Edwin Binney. Robert
Bruce envisioned a park for residents to have "outings," and Mr. Binney purchased the property to avert a
planned development. Both Bruce and Binney not only donated the properties, they altered the land to create
park settings prior to gifting them. The gift from the Lauder-Greenway fam ily was given two yea rs after George
Lauder, Jr.'s death. Mr. Lauder had wanted the island gifted to the people of Greenwich for their health and
recreation.

1 In 1999 Greenwich Audubon Sooety transferred i ts land ho'dings to NatiOnal Audubon Soi;iety.
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In addition to the three donations cited above, the
Town also purchased at least one property for open
space and recreation during the early part of the
20th century. Grass Island, purchased in 1916 to
house the sewage treatment plant, also yielded 14
acres of waterfront open space. The 20 acres that
comprise Byram Shore Park was purchased in 1918
for a town beach. Greenwich Point, after a series of
ownership and use changes, was purchased in 1945
with the intent of providing active recreation and
open space.
"Open Space" includes these signature properties,
with their robust maintenance and recreation uses.
Greenwich is equally fortunate to have notable
tracts of open space land for more passive and
serene experiences. Perhaps the biggest acquisition
of that type is the Babcock Preserve. The 292-acre
property in north central Greenwich was acquired in

1973 through a "bargain sale" (see Figure 1). In this
case the Town paid 2/3 of the market value of the
land and the Babcock family donated the remaining
value. Compare this effort to Mianus River Park,
when the towns of Greenwich and Stamford and the
state together paid $11.5 million for the 110 acres
that make up the park.
In sum, private and municipa l entities worked fo r
more than a century to p rotect open spaces, making
Greenwich the uniquely beautiful, healthy, vibrant,
and enjoyable place it is today. As the town grew,
our forebears acquired and donated open space
to provide for recreation, public health and th riving
natural areas, alongside ongoing development.
Today, as Greenwich continues to grow, we can learn
from our past and secure open space hand in hand
with development.

Babcock-Greenwich Land Trust Westfall Preserve Trail Map
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The last one hundred years of the town's history
has brought several significant parcels into a state
of permanently protected open space. But what
actually constitutes open space requires definition
in order to understand what is being evaluated.
There are no set regulations or even standards
among conservation professionals regarding what
should be considered open space. The current use
of the land is often a guide, but then how the land is
vegetated can confuse the issue.
For example. Babcock Preserve, 292 acres of
deed-protected woods, streams, and wetlands,
with walking trails and hmited support amenities
for parking, etc., certamly fits everyone's idea of
what constitutes open space By contrast, should
a ball field with highly maintained lawns to support
active recreation be considered open space? A
casual survey would certainly turn up people with
conflicting views. What about golf courses? They are
actively maintained with fairways, tees, and support
facilities, but they also generally have many acres of
rough meadow and woods. These are tougher to fit
into a neat definition. Lastly, the legal status of the
land plays a role in whether land 1s considered open
space. If land is undeveloped but not legally required
to stay in its natural state is it open space?
Alas, today's open space may not be tomorrow's. A
large, naturally vegetated parcel may be open space
now, and not next year when the owner exercises
their right to develop the property. Only if and until

land is legally protected as open space is there
any assurance that the parcel will remain natural,
vegetated and open.
Today, Greenwich has 3,981 acres of dedicated open
space (see Figure 2). This is land that is primarily in a
natural condition and is used for passive recreation
. when public access is provided. Any entity can
own land in this category. For Town-owned land,
"dedicated" open space is land primarily used as
a natural area, including managed parks such as
Binney and Greenwich Point These properties
do not have to be deed restricted to meet the
"dedicated" criteria. The origin of their acquisition

Golf Courses & Country Clubs
Round H II Country Club

222.5 ACRES

Fairview Country Club

196.5 A.CRES

Tamarack Country Club

169.6 ACRES

The Stanwich Club

183.8 A.(RE!,

Burning Tree Country Club

149.2 ACRE~

Greenwich Country Club

141.7 A.Cm

Innis Arden Country Club

67.7 ACRES

fvhlbrook Country Club

60.8 ACRES

Griffith E. Harris Golf Course

152.4 J\CRES
1 344.2
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Who Owns That?

Conservation Partner

Open Space Holdings

Town of Greenwich

656 acres

Greenwich Land Trust

623 acres

National Audubon Society

680 acres

The Nature Conservancy

161 acres

State ol Connecticut
Aquanon Water Company
Other

85 acres
480 acres
1,296 acres

and ongoing use will in all likelihood ensure their
ongoing place among our open space properties.
The State of Connecticut, Greenwich Land Trust,
National Audubon Society, The Nature Conservancy,
and Aquarion Water Company (class I and class II
land) are the other holders of dedicated open space
in Greenwich. Lastly, privately-owned, undeveloped
land needs to be deed restricted or otherwise legally
protected to be considered as dedicated open space
because the owners do not have a mission or other
inherent directive to keep the land undeveloped.

Greenwich Open Space
Dedicated Open Space: 3,891 acres
Unsecured* Open Space: 1,871 acr es
Total (out of 30,592 acres in Greenwich) 19%
'·01

ris• ofdnclopmcnc

"Unsecured" open space is comprised of parcels of
land that are undeveloped or underdeveloped. They
are privately owned and have no protections to keep
them from being developed. The parcels provide the
community with scenic vistas, storm water quality
and quantity benefits, and other ecological services.
With no known restrictions, unsecured open space
is subject to development or other uses at the
discretion of the owners. These parcels make up the
11st of desirable dedicated open space.
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Long Island Sound
Open space is generally assocIatec! with
la11d. Indeed. the state's goals are cxpI essecJ
i11 acres of land prot ected <1nd t here is no
au rioulion of our open 1Nilter resources .
In Greenwich, app~oximately 20 square
rniles or 13,000 aues of open water arc
ava lable 10 lhe r)ll blic in peI·petu

ty. Al\ ticl,JI

land below the mean high ucle line is helcl
i11 publ"c trust by tt1c State of Conn ecticu t.
Just like our lancl-bascd open space. aquat ic
open srace provicles scenic vi:,tas. i11crec1ses
propeny values. contributes to (i reenwich's
sense of place, pr ovidc~ robust I ecr eatio nal
opponu111ties, suppor ts cornrnerc,al ventu res.
and provides a myriacl of ecological Sf> rvi ces.
Despite all t hat Long Island Sound comribu tes
to our wonderful st.:n e, iL is not trJciitionally
included i:i open space calculations. To
remain consistent and maintain comparative
relevance, Lh1s report likewise w ill keep Lon g
lslanci Sound sepc1raLe from our cliscuss·1o ns.

Current Open Space -

Town of Greenwich, Connecticut
Existing Dedicated Open Space
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Figure 2. Existing Protected Open Space
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The State's goal to protect 673,210 acres or 21% of Connecticut's land
dedicated as open space by the year 2023 is laid out in its "Green Plan
- Connecticut's Comprehensive Open Space Acquisition Strategy." Ten

Since 1998:
49,000+ Acres

percent of this open space is to be DEEP-owned as State parks, forests,
and wildlife areas. The other 11% is to be owned by towns, private nonprofit land conservation organizations, water companies, and the federal
government. This statewide goal was set in 1997 via Public Act 97-227.

1;1 cscrved as opc11 space under Lhe
Recreation and Natural Heritage
Trust Program

To help its conservation partners (towns included) meet their assigned
goal, the State has fiscally supported protection efforts across the state
(see Figure 3). Since 1998 when the 21% open space goal was codified,
the state and its partners made substantial gains , Presently the state has
protected 508,718 acres, meeting 75.5% of the state's total open space
goal.· State parks and other open spaces hosted 132,242 v1s1tors 1n 2020,
more than double that of 2015. However, Connecticut also lost 6,900
acres to development from 2012-2017 (CT Land Conservation Council,
December 2021).
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Regionally, the average percentage of dedicated open space in the
18 municipalities that make up the Western Connecticut Council of
Governments (WestCOG) is 17.4% (see Figure 4), per the definition

i
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Land Acquisition .Grant Program

and sources of the WestCOG 2020-2030 Plan of Conservation and
Development.~This number drops slightly when the highest percentage,
49% in Easton and lowest, 0 6% in Newtown are dropped, resulting an
average of 16.5%.
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1

$130+ Million
provicled in Sta te fu nding co partners
uncier t he Open Space and Watershed •
Land Acquisition Grant Program

2 Connenicut Seate Open Space 2019 Annual Report dated June 30, 2019. The State-owned acreage
amounts to81.5%(up from 66% in 1997)of itsgoal of protecting 11% of land in the state. The stale's
conservation partners have protected 70.6% (up from 32% in 1997) of !heir assigned goal of 10%. Land
trusts alone have conserved 204,027 acres - a 32% increase since 2010.
3 It is important to note when assessing the open space numbers provided by WestCOG that the report
does not define what constitutes dedicated or protected open space and some data sources cited are
more than ten years old. By Town of Greenwich's own data, Greenwich has just 4% protected open space.
Updated informat on on the Town of Newtown's website cites the town as hav ng 20%+ open space,
reinforcing !he need to understand data sources.

Figure 3: Connecticut's accomplishments for
state-assisted open space protect on
Source: "Connecticut State Open Space 2019 Annual
Report,• CT DEEP
}
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State and Regional Open Speice -

Protected Open Space in Western CT
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Figure 4: Percent of open space in each WestCOG town
Source: Western Connecticut Council ofGovernments, Pion ofConse,vation and Development. 2020
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Accepting the data caveats,
Greenwich does not fare well by
comparison to the towns and
cities in our region, ranking on
the low end. Taking the data
at face value, Greenwich has
the lowest percentage of open
space other than Newtown,
which is more likely to have 20%
open space per their Town's
website. Greenwich, with its
reasonably built-out landscape
and substantial areas of denser
development (see Figure 5)
would not be expected to have
comparable areas of protected
open space to rural or even
semi-rural communities. What
is distressing 1s that Greenwich,
which also has areas of large
estates that have provided
opportunities for greater open
space protection, has not
assertively sought out properties
to protect via the pubhc sector.
As a result, Greenwich would
appea r to have less open space
by percentage than even the
cities 1n our region. Even in
comparison to Fairfield, which
like Greenwich is s·zable but not
a city, we lag behind by 1.74%,
roughly 532 acres. In short, the
Town should and could be more
proact've in securing protected
open space.

',
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UConn CLEAR Land Cover

Town of
North Castle

Rye
Lake

2015 Land Cover

•
••
•
D
D
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Developed
Turf and Grass
Other Grass
Ag. Field

Deciduous Forest
Coniferous Forest
Water
Non-forested Wetland
Forested Wetl,md
Tidal Wetland
Barren
Utility (Forest)

Rye
Figure 5: Extent of development in Greenwich as of 201S
Source: hups:llc/eor.uconn.edulprojectsllondscopelct-landcoverviewerl

State and Regional Open SpacP -

In a shorter timeframe retrospective, Greenwich is in the top three for land acquisitions for the last decade
(see Figure 6) following its singular transaction in a public-private partnership with the Greenwich Land Trust
to protect 72 acres of land put up for sale by Aquarion Water Co. In this case. the Town was in a position to be
fiscally nimble and contributed $1M to this bargain sale.
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Figure 6: Acres of open space preserved 2011 -2021
Source: Western Connecticut Council of Governments. P1'on of Conservouon and Development, 2020

It is doubtful the Town would have been able to successfully manage a full-pnce acquisition of most other
properties targeted for protection, which could cost many millions of dollars. To emphasize this point four
properties were on the market while this report was written. with two of those having an asking/sale price of
$36M. The lack of fiscal readiness coupled with a cumbersome decision making process results in the Town
being ill prepared to respond to such opportunities. The Town needs to intentionally develop flexible and deft
mechanisms to establish a state of readiness.
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The Town of Greenwich has had several open space
plans. The first modern version was drafted in 2002
and represented a major overhaul. The 2015 draft
met with substantial pushback and failed to be
adopted. In part what was controversial in 2015 was
the rationale for setting open space targets. At the
time, the Conservation Commission sought to 1)
obtain deed restrictions limiting Town-owned open
space to this use only, and 2) restrict by deed 21%
of the town as open space to be consistent with CT
DEE P's statewide goal.

of human wellbeing, wildlife support, and various
ecological benefits were included on a proposed
open space list. With so much of the town built out,
there are not the choices of 25 or 50 years ago when
the likes of the Babcock Property, Sabine Farm,
Conyers Farm, and Mia nus River Park were among
options tor preservation. Back then, there were
choices to be made given that all of the undeveloped
properties could not be protected, and thoughts
of new, large-scale development loomed. Setting
a target percentage of protected open space may
have been appropriate under those circumstances.
Today it is a matter of what un- and underdeveloped
land does Greenwich have left and how can those
properties, if protected, work to make Greenwich a
better place to live and work.
As discussed in the preceding section, how one
defines open space will greatly influence the
statistics used to look at the community's open
space "health." The committee's ea rly exercise was

Undeveloped vs. Underdeveloped

In this 2022 plan, the committee chose not to target
a particular percentage of the town to be designated
open space; instead existing undeveloped and
underdeveloped land was evaluated in terms of
the ecological services it can provide. From there,
parcels that exhibited value to Greenwich in terms

Undeveloped land has no structural
improvements; vacant land
Underdeveloped land has some structural
improvements and could be further su bdivided
based on the underlying zone.
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to identify the values and services open space
provides and this led to what land the committee
would go on to evaluate and eventually recommend
for protection.
For this 2022 look at open space, the following
types of parcels were included in various data
assessments.

recover comparatively fast. Given their betwixt
and between status, golf courses were p laced into
their own category. If a golf course was offered up
for preservation, despite not being a priority, the
conservation potential of the land would be carefully
evaluated prior to making a decision.

0

Undeveloped land, deed restricted or not

0

Underdeveloped land

0

Managed, undeveloped land (e.g. Bruce Park)

The services and attributes considered valuable
in assessing land included features of ecological
importance, as well as features socially va lued. The
type and quality of the land's natural resources were
evaluated.

0

Reservoir property

a.

What is perhaps more illustrative is what was not
considered.

0

Schoolgrounds

0

Other municipal properties

0

Ball fields

0

Parcels under ten acres - cond itionally

O Cemeteries
Absent from the lists above are golf courses as
they do not seemingly fit into either category. Yes,
they are highly managed and also have sizeable
acreage that is naturally vegetated. Their extent of
impervious cover is low, but the ab1hty of fairways
to support desirable ecological services is also low.
If the intense maintenance ceased, the land could
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Natural Resources

The natural resources of each parcel were broadly
evaluated in terms of diversity and qual ty and the
acreage of those resources. Larger parcels generally
scored the highest as more land lends itself to
having more productive and valuable natural
resources.

b.

Open Space Connectivity

In the realm of open space, size matters. Accordingly,
the effect of adding acreage to existing dedicated
open space and/or the size of the parcel in and
of itself was evaluated. Generally speaking, larger
parcels are more likely to p rovide the attributes
that make for quality open space, both from natural
resource and social value perspectives.

It
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c.

Biodiversity

Evaluation of biodiversity focused on the ability of
a parcel to support varied native plant and animal
species. The value of the support could be attained
wholly within the parcel or complements adjommg
landscape features. The parcel could also be part of
a larger greenway system connecting habitats and
travel corridors. Generally speaking, the larger the
open space area, the greater the diversity of species
the land can support.

d.

Ecosystem Health

Historically, woodlands were cleared, and the
landscape was altered in many ways to support
agriculture. These purposes eventually gave way
to land management to suit residential purposes,
predominantly. The fate of former agncultural
land depended on when agriculture was actually
abandoned and what kind of stewardship/tending
it received going forward. Some properties became
overrun with non-native invasive species, eroding
watercourses, and vernal pools cut off from their
water source. Other properties developed a healthy
array of natural resource features including the
forested landscapes we enjoy today.

e.

Recreational Value and Access

A key feature in evaluating open space Is whether
public access is feasible for passive pursuits and if
~1es, is the experience worthwhile. Are there vistas
or interesting natural features to enjoy? Can a
trail system be blazed that makes for a satisfying
outing? Will the parcel make other open space more
accessible and a better experience? Lastly, does the
property bring trails to a neighborhood that doesn't
have them?

f.

Curb Appeal

J:or the vast majority of us the most common way
to enjoy open space is taking in the view from the
road. The attractive views of private land from public
spaces is what was evaluated as "curb appeal."
Parcels that contribute to the community's semirural appeal, offer vistas, and generally contribute to
our New England landscape received a higher score
for this parameter.
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g.

Floodwater Storage

In recognition of the changes in frequency and
severity of our storms, caparny for floodwater
storage and groundwater recharge were assessed.
Flood storage capacity in the upper and middle
portions of the land area draining to a stream, aka
watershed, is a valuable ecological service as this
storage can protect downstream properties from
damage and attenuate pollutants to safeguard
the stream's water quality. The capacity of a parcel
to store stormwater also facilitates groundwater
recharge; an imperative function to ameliorate tl1e
effects of drought, maintain stream base-flows, and
provide clean, plentiful well water.

h. Maintenance Burden
Acqu1nng land comes with the responsibil ty to
manage it The evaluators cons'dered the extent
to which a potential open space parcel would need
active management. Management could be m the
form of eradication of non-native invasive species,
tree care, and/or mowing f elds The higher the
management expectation, the lower the score.

i.

Potential for Development

Based on a rough review of steep slopes, extent
of wetlands and ledge, and the underlying
zone, a judgement was made regarding to what
degree could a property be developed or further
developed. The greater the perceived ease of
development, the higher the score. The higher score
reflects a greater risk of development.
Properties evaluated consisted of land that is
completely undeveloped as well as those that are
underdeveloped. "Underdeveloped" land would
be parcels that have some development, but by
virtue of permissible development per Building
Zone Regulations, the land could support more
development. An example would be a 20-acre
parcel with one house on it. Depending on the zone,
the property could be subdivided into another
3-15+ building lots. The committee eva luated the
undeveloped parts of the pa rcel to assess if those
areas would be beneficial as open space. Similarly,
the committee also looked at clusters of subdivided
parcels that were never developed and usually
under one ownership. In one such instance, the
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cluster of undeveloped, smgle-family lots, plus one
larger underdeveloped lot amounted to 82 acres of
undeveloped land.
Conyers Farm is a unique and wonderful
development in Greenwich and has to be
contemplated in this light. The parcels are oversized,
and deed restricted to remain as such. Conservation
easements further restrict use of the properties
keeping ample portions of the lots in their natural
land cover. Most lots are residentially developed in
accordance with the v1s1on of Conyers Farm. A few
parcels exceed the lot size minimum and can be
further divided. The Farm 1s neither developed in
the sense one generally pictures nor is it truly open
space. Given the hybrid statLts. no consideration of
further protection of the parcels, regardless of size,
was offered.

single ownership, they were included on the gross
accumulation of prospective parcels. All told, there
were 133 parcels of un- and underdeveloped lands
that individually or as a cluster possessed attributes
that warranted further investigation for open space
value.
Aerial photos of each parcel or cluster were printed
and collectively reviewed by the committee.

Mead Point and Tweed Island

Parcel Selection
Process
The process of selecting which parcels to include on
the final open space list was comprised of in-office
evaluations and field work. The Town's geographical
information system (GIS) and other publicly available
aerial image tools provide excellent information for
assessing the values of natural resource attributes
in the absence of on-site evaluations. To facilitate
this digital assessment all existing open space
parcels were identified, and existing maps refined.
Next, larger parcels were highlighted, and aerial
images reviewed for swaths of undeveloped and
underdeveloped land. If these parcels were under a

Information regarding resources known to members
well versed in several of the properties were shared,
evaluation of topography, prevalence of wetlands
and/or rock ledge, and adjacent land uses were
discussed. along with other points. This evaluation
also included an assessment of what development
potential the parcels may hold based on high level
characteristics and how much protected open
space existed in that part of town. Following the
group exercise, all but a few warranted add itional
considerations.
As stated above. various attributes important to
valuing prospective open space were identified and
the list of remaining parcels divvied up between
committee members. Members undertook
field work to look at the parcels from the road
and correlate these observations with aerial
interpretation. The relative value of each category
was assigned a numeric value between O and 5,
with O being the least or no value and 5 being of
exceptional value.
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Typical Assessment

Sherwood Avenue Parcel

receive proactive effort to protect it in its entirety
or near entirety. These properties would be ones
the committee would support the Town purchasing
in fee simple or possibly purchasing a conservation
easement. depending on the attributes the
parcel(s) maintains. It is important to understand
a numerical system is a means to summar'ze the
story of each parcel but should not be a substitute
for contemplating its details. There may well be
an occasion where a numerically lower parcel
is recommended for acquisition. The reasoning
should provide JUStification as to why the parcel
warrants funding despite its lower ranking. Nothing
in the ranking is intended to exclude any particular
method of protection, it simply provides a relative
guide.

Parcel Attributes:
• 28 acres - underdeveloped
• Public access not reasonable
• Connectivity to other open space
•

Ledge & steep slopes to east

• Wetlands and watercourse to west
•

Northern portion most valuable

•

Development potential limited

Overall Ranking: 3
To better normalize assigned values, committee
members again discussed the individual parcels and
challenged each other with regards to the assigned
attribute value. While not perfect in its ability to
create consistency across all evaluations, this shared
dialogue proved effective in bringing the evaluation
close enough in consistency to be meaningful. The
committee then assigned an overall rating to each
parcel and provided notes to explain the individual
considerations a simple number cannot convey.
The summary value was considered in terms of
the extent of effort and funding a particular parcel
warranted for protection. Parcels valued as a 1 or
2 would generally be ones the committee would
welcome as donations and/or would work with the
owner or the Planning and Zoning Commission
to facilitate some development while protecting
features deemed worthy of protection. At the other
end of the scale, properties earning a 4 or 5 would

Open Space Parcel List
Of the 133 parcels evaluated, 28 pa rcels o r a cluster
of parcels were deemed highest priority, eac.h
earning an overall score of 5. The landowners or
agent of record were contacted via a direct letter
informing them that the land was identified as
desired land for open space. The committee took
care to convey that including a property on an open
space list in no way affects the owner's development
rights and at the same time their land holds great
value for the community in its undeveloped state.
The open space list is in effect our wish list and has
no regulatory power. What it can do however, is
focus the Town's financial and human resources, and
inform prospective developers and the Planning and
Zoning Commission which natu ral resources should
be protected in the event of development. The
hope is by being selected for the open space list.
landowners will think first of collaborating with the
Town and/or other land preservation organizations,
before they turn to the open market.
The final list consists of 1,871.7 acres, spread across
63 owners and is depicted on the map of Proposed
Open Space (see Figure 7).

Aspreadshee1 documentingthe scorto,g is provided
as appeocHx A
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Town of Greenwich, Connecticut
Proposed Dedicated Open Space
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Many people assume that protecting open space
requires fee simple acquisition of land - a cash
for land deal. This is indeed an effective tool and
provides the most flexibility of use by the town
but 1s also likely to be the most expensive means.
Fortunately, there are a variety of tools to protect
land from development. Deciding which suits the
situation best depends on the town's and the
property owners· goals and abilities. There are a
variety of tools that can help a community plan to
protect open space and execute agreements to
achieve it. Conservation easements, programs to
temporarily commit to not develop land, bequests of
land or easement, zoning regulations, and providing
the Town with rights to first refusal are among
the tools that can help a community plan for and
execute their open space plan.

1. Land Donation
In the past, donations of land were much more
common than they are today. Gifted properties
ranged from the signature parcels for major parks,
to land for fire stations and other more mundane
municipal needs. Town landowners helped shape
their community by making these gifts. For
Greenwich, gifts of land for preservation came to
form Montgomery P1netum, Binney Park, Bruce
Park, and Island Beach, among others. The Town
was not the only recipient of gifts of land; Greenwich

Audubon Center received 285 acres in 1943 to set
up its sanctuary and 80% of Greenwich Land Trust's
land holdings were donated .
Donations of land do not Just serve the community.
they often enable a donor to realize personal goals.
We all understand what it means to be connected
to a place. We use words like 'grounded,' ·rooted' to
convey this feeling. Land in its natural state speaks
to people, and we often associate 'our' places with
important memories. Sometimes land elicits an
emotional response, including a sense of peace
and timelessness. Thankfully, some landowners
are able to donate this land to ensure that it 1s
preserved in perpetuity for their family and the
community. Donations of land also provide the
best opportunity for the donor to set the rules
- specifying how the prope rty will be used in
perpetuity. This could include restricting or denying
public access, which might be entirely appropriate
if the site possesses critical habitat. Limitations on
trail development. parking areas, and/or alternate
uses for the site could all be stipulated as part of the
gift. Once acquired, the Town retains stewardship
responsibility and must adhere to the owner's
terms.
For many, their land has increased in value since
it was acquired, creating capital gains if it is sold .
Donating appreciated assets is a great way to pass
along the tax value to the recipient, avoid having
to take away the cash from a sale, and effectively
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increase the value of the donation. Second, the fair
market value of the land, less cost basis, can be
claimed as a charitable deduction on federal taxes
for the tax year in which the gift is made (capped at
50% of the donors' adjusted gross income for the
year of the gift). Residual value can be deducted
over the following five years.
Of course, this is a simplified version of the tax
implications of land donation. Persons interested in
this form of land preservation should speak with a
tax professional and attorney for guidance.

2.

market purchase, also called a bargain sale. can be
negotiated. The lower price may make the difference
in the Town's ability preserve the land or not. If the
Town's resources are limited and one of the seller's
desires is to see the property protected. a bargain
sale can meet the needs of both parties. Regardless
of the sale price, the Town would expect to be fully
responsible for the property management.

Land Purchase

Purchase of desirable open space is likely the most
common perceived method of land preservation
and indeed. it is often used. In order for open space
acquisitions to occur, a number of factors that
are difficult to plan for, must align. These include
a willing seller, the Town being in a position of
readiness, and public support for the acquisition. As
stated earlier, cultivating relationships and channels
of communication with the owners of desired open
space is essential to bring the pieces together.
Alternatively, if the Town is in a position of financial
readiness. ·t can act qu ickly to buy desired open
space land when it becomes available, just like any
other entity.
The advantage of purchasing land at fair market
value is that it gives the Town nexibility in how the
land Is used as laid out In the terms of the purchase
and approved by the RTM The Town could. for
instance, make a proposal to acquire a property
for open space predominantly, but also call out
other uses and their locations to meet add1t1onal
municipal needs such as a fire station, storage
facility or even a dog park. Generally speaking, the
seller would be in agreement with the municipal
vIs1on but selling at fair market value greatly limits or
even extinguishes the seller's input.
In purchasi ng land there are opportunities for
the Town and seller to achieve community and
personal goals. A landowner can offer the Town
the opportunity to buy all or part of their parcel
at or below market price, with market price
being determined by one or more appraisals.
A landowner may wish to make a charitable
contribution but Is not able to gift the entire parcel
without compensation. This Is where a below
l)flAFT ,l)wn ,,; C' •'<'••
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Whether the land is sold at full market value or
below makes a difference in what level of restrict ions
the seller can include in the deal. As stated above
with donated land, a donor of land has substantial
leverage to impose restrictions on how the land is
used. Similarly, the greater the "bargain'' sale price,
the greater the expectation t he seller can have to
include limitations in the negotiated terms of the
sale. As with a land donation, the sellers of land at
below market value can stipulate how the land is
used to varying extents in exchange for the bargain
price.
Market value sales offer no tax benefits. It is the
same as if the property were sold to any buyer.
If the value of the land exceeds the sale price.
the difference is tax deductible. The difference
between the fair market value and t he sale price
constitutes the chantable gift. Like land donations.
this value can be deducted from federal taxes
up to 50% of one's adjusted gross income for
the year of the transaction and any remaining
value similarly deducted over t he foltowing five
years. A tax professional should be consulted for
specific application of tax laws to an individual's
circumstances.

d
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3.

Conservation Easement

Conservation easements can be especially inviting
as they are highly adaptable and able to meet a
broad range of goals and wants. Also important,
the cost to the town of acquiring an easement is
less than the cost of purchasing the land. The key
distinction between acquiring land and acquiring an
easement is land ownership. With an easement the
Town does not own the land or have responsibility
for its management. Tl1e easement does however
extinguish <.ertain property rights and the property
owner is compensated for this loss of use.
Whether or not an easement is the right tool for
preservation Is determined by the Town's and
seller's goals. From the seller's perspective, a
conservation easement may be the right balance
to protect their land while retaining ownership.
By encumbering the land and foregoing defined
property rights, such as the right to develop
the property, the market value of the property
decreases but the property still has value.
Unbuildable acreage is valued at roughly 10%
of comparable buildable land. If the easemem
encumbers land that was not readily bu1ldable to
start with, i.e., land with steep slopes or wetlands,
the change in the land value is not significant. An
easement to protect non-buildable land could
achieve open space value, at a lower cost.
The Town too, may find purchasing or otherwise
receiving a conservation easement an attractive
means to accomplish open space goals. Depending
on the open space characteristics the Town seeks
to protect, owning the land may not be necessary
or even desirable. Protecting viewsheds, fragile
landscapes, water quality, and other community
benefits can be accomplished solely by excluding
development and managing the land in accordance
with the goal. For instance, there are properties
in town that present beautiful streetscapes and
contribute to the aesthetic appeal of Greenwich.
This could be in the form of a rolling field
overlooking the forest beyond. In this case, the
view Is spectacular, the field provides a habitat the
town lacks, and the natural vegetation protects
water quality, etc. In this scenario, the terms of the
easement would focus on maintaining the view and
natural landscape to meet the Town goals, while
allowing the owner to continue to use the property.
t:RAFT - ' ,, Of r, ,,-,;:1•1(/d,,,<'
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Conservation Terms
Conservation restriction : a limitation, whether
or not stated in the form of a restriction,
easement, covenant or condition, in any deed,
will, or other instrument executed by or on
behalf of the landowner, including, but not
limited to, the state or any political subdivision
of the state, or in any order of taking such land
whose purpose is to retain land or water areas
predominantly in their natural, scenic, or open
condition or in agricultural, farming, forest, or
open space use.

Conservation easement: a voluntary legal
agreement between a landowner and a land
trust (or government ent ty) that permanently
restricts certain aspects of land use in order
to protect the conservation values of the
property.

Qualified Organization: an organization, that is
qualified to hold conservation easements, such
as a conservation organization or government
agency.

Deed restriction: terms placed in a deed, to a
property that restrict certain uses of the real
estate by subsequent owners.

Fee simple ownership· a landowner grants all
his or her rights, title, and interest in a property
to a land trust who then owns and manages
the land.

Stewardship: the activities related to
maintaining the conservation values of a
protected property, including monitoring for
encroachments and violations.
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The owner would maintain the land as stipulated
in the easement, and the public would continue to
enjoy the bucolic view.
Like land acquisitions, the price of easements can
vary from full market value to bargain pricing. The
property rights the easement takes away have value.
To set the value of the easement the market value
of the land without restrictions would be compared
to the market value of the land with the restrictions.
Once this value is set. the Town and seller of the
easement would negotiate the price based on any
charitable contribution the seller can make and what
the Town needs to fulfill the open space goal. Along
with price, public access ,s a major consideration
for both parties, as is ongoing maintenance
responsibilities of the property owner.
As with bargain sale of land. a bargain sale of
an easement can be tax deductible. The major
difference is the easement must meet conservation
goals suitable for IRS standards if a tax deduction
is sought. Like land donations and bargain sales,
up to 50% of the value of a gifted easement or
bargain sale of an easement can be deducted
from federal taxes adjusted gross income for the
year of the transaction and any remaining value
similarly deducted over the following fifteen years.
The extended period of time an easement can be
deducted has the potential to make easements a
more attractive means of conservat on for donors.
Of course, a tax professional should be consulted
for specific application of tax laws to an individual's
circumstances.
The Town and local partners are not necessarily
on the only funding source for acquisition. In its
effort to protect 21% of Connecticut as open space,
over $130 million has been made available to land
preservation groups and municipalities across the
state to help defray the costs. These funds do come
w th a strict set of rules that may not be amenable
to the seller, most notably public access is required.
4.

Public Act 490

Connecticut Public Act 490 is a program adopted
by the state in 1963 that allows farms, forests, open
space and maritime heritage land to be taxed at its
current use, rather than its most profitable potential
use. Accordingly, for example, the owner of 50 acres
of farm land would be taxed at a rate to reflect
{)fl.Af-t
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the farming use rather than taxed for a number of
building lots the property could reasonably support.
assuming It is zoned residentially. Without the lower
use value assessment, most landowners would have
to sell the land because they would not be able
to afford the property taxes on farm, forest. open
space, or maritime heritage land.
Enrollment in the program requires a minimum of
a ten year commitment. After the ten years, the
property continues in the program until the owners
sell or otherwise wish to d rop from the program
Should the property sell, or the owner opt out of the
program in less than ten years, there are financial
penalties of up to a 10% conveyance tax. The
penalty drops by 1% for each year the property is
enrolled.

In Greenwich, farms and forests are automatically
eligible for enrollment in accordance with PA 490,
but not the land meeting the classification of open
space. The open space portion of the public act is
an enabling piece of legislation; meaning It Is up to
each town to decide if they will provide this aspect
of the program. Greenwich has not adopted the
necessary ordinance, nor has the open space plan
been adopted by the RTM. Without these elements.
taxation as open space is not possible. To enroll
property as farm or forest land the owner must fill
out an application and submit it to the assessor
between September 1st and October 31st for the
year they wish to begin use-value taxation. The
amount of tax reduction is up to the assessor or
appeals board based on a formula of the property's
value as it is used versus if it were to be developed

2•
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as zoning allows, aka highest and best use. Of
the land-use classifications, only forest land has a
minimum acreage associated with it - 25 acres.
Greenwich does not presently have any waterfront
properties meeting the definition of "maritime
heritage land."
The advantage of PA 490 to the town is that this
designation requires no outlay of cash and the land
is preserved by temporarily foregoing tax revenue.
The amount of revenue the town would forego
depends on the number of properties enrolled and
is not likely to represent a substantial amount given
the extent to which Greenwich is already developed.
Even so, the perception that wealthy landowners
are receiving a tax break that has to be shouldered
by the remaining tax base exists. In response to
such conclusions, it is important to remember
undeveloped land does not require any municipal
services and one could argue the reduced tax rate
Is an accurate reflection of what the land costs the
town in services.
Another advantage to the program is it allows
larger landowners and the Town time to plan.
Some landowners could be in the program for its
short term tax abatement and do not intend to
protect their land indefinitely through permanent
restrictions or sale as open space. They may have
commitments to heirs or other reasons that keep
permanent protection beyond consideration.
Ultimately, the ten-year commitment affords the
Town and landowner an opportunity to discuss
visions. goals, and options. The Town may also
welcome the added time to allow for financial
planning. For these reasons, adoption of the
applicable ordinance and associated open space
plan should be pursued.
When the legislature passed Public Act 490 In 1963,
it included in the law's wording (which remains
today) that "it was in the public interest to encourage
the preservation of farm, forest, and open space
land." Even if the protection is temporary, it delays
development and gives the Town time to plan.

5.

Right of first refusal

For many landowners who are inclined to protect
their land, timing matters. This can be due to any
number of factors that keep the landowner from
making a commitment on the Town's schedule. For

the Town, we risk having to scramble and respond
immediately when a prope rty hits the market. and
often lose unique, non-recurring opportunities
when we are not prepared to respond . One way
to manage this element of surprise and ensure
the Town is best positioned to respond to an
opportunity is to secure a right of first refusal.
With this right, there is an understanding between
parties and a willingness to allow the Town to
buy the land. Ideally, the past dialogue leads the
landowner to discuss their intentions with regard to
timing and terms. The Town can use this advanced
notice to determine its financial capabil'ties and
if they can fol low through on the preservation
effort. The landowner, by virtue of the terms of th e
agreement could expect the Town to match fair
market value or offer the Town a ba rgain price and
reap the charitable contribution benefits.
Righrs of first refusal might involve a fee amount
which would be lost if the Town doesn't follow
through on the option or perhaps a cost is
expended simply to retain its first-in-line position.
The Town would no doubt work to have any upfront
cost to secure its position credited to the cost of
purchase.

6.

Bequests

A bequest of land or easement is a welcome tool
that enables landowners to fulfill a lifetime vision .
There could be a myriad of reasons why protecting
land through fee simple sale or sale of an easement
during a landowner's lifetime was not desired
or feasible. These reasons can range from tax
consequences to a desire to privately enjoy their
property. Regardless. land or easement donations
can notably impact estate taxes by reducing the
value of the estate and help the family realize a
desired outcome and avoid selling inherited land io
order to pay estate taxes.
While not quite a bequest. some landowners make
the heirs aware of their desire to have the property
protected after their passing or the heirs t hemselves
choose this path Opportunities exist to put
easements on land posthumously with a retroactive
impact on the value of the estate. Specifically,
section 2031(c) of the Internal Revenue Code

,,
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provides an estate tax exclusion of up to 40% of the
encumbered value of land (but not improvements)
protected by a "qualified conservation easement."
Whether bequeathed or establ ished posthumously,
the tax consequences to the estate are unique for
each situation and a professional tax advisor should
be consulted.

8.

7.

Public-Private Partnerships

Once a willing seller has engaged in conversations
to pursue protection, it may become evident that
a public-private partnership is an advantageous
tool. The advantage of the partnership is often a
sharing of the expenses and responsibilities. These
partnerships can better position both entities in
vying for grant money, they have different means
of raising money within their respective structures,
and/or the seller may feel more inclined to
participate in a bargain sale to do his/her part in
bringing the protection to fruition as part of a team.
Beyond funding. public-private partnerships can
have essential elements needed to broker a deal.
Some sellers may distrust the Town but consider
another entity suet, as the Land Trust as insurance
that their long-term expectations of conservation
will be met. The partnership may also be reassuring
to the public knowing there is oversight by an entity
with a defined conservation mission. Additionally,
the private entity may be willing to take on
maintenance requirements and/or bring expertise
to the table to advance the ecological integrity of
the land. The Town can bring its resources as well,
through the services and knowledge of various
departments. In the end the partnership can
make what might have been an effort beyond the
capabilities of one, completely workable fo r two or
more.

Limited or Guided Development

Ideally, all parcels identified in the open space plan
would eventually be protected. But time passes, and
land is developed. Given this likelihood, tools that
can help protect what is most important on a pa rcel
and allow development on the least ecologically
valued land are useful. Subdivision regulations
and D1v1s1on 3 of the municipal code providing for
Conservation Zones are the p rimary mechanisms for
m xing development and open space preservation.
While these tools are welcomed. they may not be
enough to meet all open space goals, especially
when it comes to public access.
a.

Open space set aside

As part of the Subdivision Regulations, the
Planning and Zoning Commission requires up
to 15% of the parcel being subdivided to be
set aside as open space. This pract ice results
in smaller pockets of open space dotting the
town. These parcels do not necessarily meet the
foundational goals of open space protection.
Presently, the 15% open space set aside is
largely defined by the applicant and it usually
encompasses land not otherwise developable
This outcome does not necessarily meet the
targeted resources identified for protection
on the property. Subsequently, this leaves
the Conservation and Planning and Zoning
Commissions in the position of prodding
applicants to provide more meaningful open
space set asides. To foster a better composition
of open space from the outset, the SubdN1sion
Regulations would need to be updated to
require proposed open space set asides
encompass the resources identified ,n the
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open space plan and/or consist of land that
represents a similar mix of wetlands, ledge, etc.
as the parcel as a whole possesses.
It is normal that set aside open spaces
associated with a subdivision are not open
to the public. They will often be owned by
an association of the lot owners who have
exclusive rights to access the land. Public access
may be provided in rare cases where the land
abuts other open space, or the Planning and
Zoning Commission has otherwise agreed
the open space set aside may be transferred
to a land preservation organization. Such a
transfer typically results in more knowledgeable
management and more care given to abiding by
the deed restrictions.
b.

Conservation Zones

Conservation development is another tool
that mixes development and open space
protection. In Greenwich this is facilitated by
Conservation Zones as detailed in Division 3 of
the Greenwich Municipal Code. Where a parcel
may contain some features worthy of protection,
Conservation Zones enable development to
move ahead while avoiding the most sensitive
resources. Conservation Developments and
Conservation Cluster housing allow homes to
be grouped together with or without internal
property lines and their associated building
setback lines. This allows the number of units
on a property to be the same as that which
could have been achieved with a conventional
subdivision without consuming as much land.
Depending on the regulations associated with
the particular Conservation Zone, the minimum
open space requirement is 40-60% of the parcel.
A neighborhood association is formed giving
each dwelling owner an undivided interest in the
open space and the association is responsible
for the parcel's stewardship. This parcel may be
transferred to an approved land preservation
entity. Documents and maps are filed on the
Greenwich land records establishing limitations
and maintenance requirements in perpetuity.
The Planning and Zoning Commission retains
the right to enforce the provisions of the filed
documents, also in perpetuity.

,l;-.

To date, the Town of Greenwich does not have
an accepted plan of how to finance open space
protection. There appears to be consensus that
protection of our undeveloped lands is a goal of the
community. However, how this is to be carried out
financially appears to be a reactive strategy. It would
better suit negotiations and imphed resoluteness of
the Town if funding mechanisms were in place.

Presently, Greenwich does not have an ordinance
n place to allow for fees m lieu of open space.
Objective 4.6.e of the 2019 Plan of Conservation and
Development prudently calls for an examination of
this tool.

1.

2.

Fees in Lieu of Open Space

As stated above and consistent with CGS § 8-25, the
town is able to require open space to be set aside
as part of a development permit. Towns may adopt
regulations allowing applicants to pay a fee of 10%
of the land's pre-subdivision appraised value (or a
combmat1on of land and fee) to the town in lieu of
providing open space. The town must deposit the
fee In a special fund and use it for preserving open
space or acquiring land for open space, recreation,
or agriculture (CGS § 8-25b).
The advantage of this program is avoidance of
setting aside open space that does not meet
Greenwich's stated goals. This can be due to the
small size of the open space parcel or its ecological
condition. Also, as stated earlier, these set asides
rarely allow public access. The long standing practice
of requiring individual set asides of open spaces
has resulted in small parcels dotting the town and
often a lack of management by the neighborhood

association. Given the negative attr'butes. it may be
more meaningful to collect the funds and "save upu
for a targeted parcel.

Property Tax Abatement

In accordance with CT Public Act 06-128. the Town
may, by ordinance adopted by the Representative
Town Meeting, establish a program under which
property taxes may be waived in exchange for
development nghts, conservation easements,
rights-of-way or any combination thereof, to
protect open space land. A certified appraisal of
the property proposed for abatement both with
and without development rights is required. The
value of the acquisition through tax waivers can be
negotiated. However, the waived amount cannot
exceed the market value of the land. Interestingly,
the abatement can be transferred to other property
in town owned by the applicant.
Presently, Greenwich does not have an ordinance
to facilitate tax abatement for open space. This too
should be examined for efficacy in helping to meet
the town goals.

}'•
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3.

Grants

The Town and local partners are not the only
funding source for acquisition of land or easements.
The state and federal governments have programs
to help finance open space protection. In its effort
co protect 21% of Connecticut as open space,
over $130 million has been made available to land
preservation groups and municipalities across the
state to help defray the costs since 1998. In 2021,
the Town and Greenwich Land Trust were awarded
$400,000 towards the $2 million cost to preserve 72
acres of Aquarion land.
Gram programs the Town and its partners monitor
include:

o Open space and Watershed Land Aec;niisiuao
Grant Prni;ram
o The Recreation and]'Jatural Herttage Trust
Program
And the Federal Grant Program:

o Land and wateu onsecvarion f und Gram

Program
4.

Conveyance Tax

The Town of Greenwich collects %0.25 of the sale
price of real estate from the seller. The Town could
choose to divert a small portion of this tax into
an open space acquisition fund. Given the cost of
acqu1s1t1on is expected to be high, accrual of funds
may make it more financially palatable if bonding is
needed to close a gap.
Over the past couple of decades, efforts have been
made to pass a bill at the state level that would
enable municipalities to establish a buyers· tax for
tl1e expressed purpose of open space protection. To
date these efforts have not been successful.

5.

Budget Line Item

The Conservation Commission has submitted
budgets over the past several years with a line
item to fund open space acquisitions. The request
has not been substantial and would likely amount
to little more than the cost of conducting surveys,
appraisals, and other supporting expenses. This line
item has not been funded.

,,,

Protecting open space is a long term endeavor that is embarked upon because this is how we maintain the
valued natural attributes of Greenwich. The land we hold aside from development 1s how we retain what we
love about our town. provide opportunities to grow a deeper appreciation for that land we have appreciated
from afar, and preserve human-based services of undeveloped land. This report sets the stage for action by
identifying parcels that can contribute to our goals and assigns relative value to the listed pa rcels to provide
guidance. Each and every parcel listed is worthy of protection. The stated values will help guide the extent to
which limited resources of time and money are afforded in combination with an understanding of obtainability
at a particular time. If a parcel valued with a 3 is available and no "S's'' are in the offing, then the best answer
maybe to spend time and money on what is attainable instead of waiting for a more desirable piece becomes
available - if it ever does. As the saying goes. a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.
What is clear is this list and this report are not enough to make anything happen. The plan is an inert document
that only has value if the community choses to act. Action in making connections to landowners to convey
how their land contributes to the overall beauty of Greenwich. Action to motivate landowners to work with the
Town towards protection. Action to engage residents sufficiently to let their representatives know preservation
of land is continuously important and not just important when the parcel in their neighborhood is at risk for
development. And finally, actton to establish realistic means to acquire easements and land that are nimble
enough and sufficiently financed to do the job.
To implement the plan, the Conservation Commission must involve government bodies. the public, and
landowners. Priority action will be to develop the Town's mechanism for funding. This requires cooperation
of the Board of Estimate and Taxation to determine long range financing strategies, and qu ite probably the
Representative Town Meeting. Without unified, predetermined financial planning, the Town will undoubted ly
lose out on implementing this plan.
As charged by statute, the Conservation Commission must engage residents to help them understand the
value of open space; value that extends far beyond providing opportunities for a walk in the woods. We need
undeveloped land to combat air pollution, water pollution, flooding, to sustain the pollinators that sustain us.
and to maintain what we actively and passively enjoy about Greenwich - its natural beauty.
Last but not least, landowners must be inspired to consider the Town as a legitimate pa rtner to help preserve
their land by means that serve their interests as well as the town's. Without buy- n from large land owners, the
Town will surely be disadvantaged In reaching its goals.
It is hoped this report and its maps convey to readers what is possible and how they can shape the future of
Greenwich. Failing to do so will most definitely lead to regrets in hindsight.

Appendix A:
Future Open Space Properties

Open Space Attributes
Natural Resources: Possession of undisturbed ecological systems. These include woodlands, streams and
other water bodies, vernal pools, fields, ledge outcrops, etc.
Connectivity to Other Open Space: Contiguous parcels create large open space blocks that in turn provide
better habitat, ecological resiliency, and the potential for more enjoyable public use.
Biodiversity: The extent to which the land provides a diversity of habitats or is believed to support a variety
of wildlife species, including species of special concern and threatened or endangered species.
Ecosystem Health: The extent to which the natural resources are free from urban and suburban impacts
such as erosion, non-native invasive species, habitat fragmentation, etc.
Recreational Value and Access: The extent to which public access would be desirable and the value of the
passive recreational experience.
Curb Appeal: The offering of vistas and other engaging views to passersby.
Floodwater Storage: The presence of wetlands, configuration, and size of a parcel can influence its ability to
detain runoff and assist in ameliorating damage caused by flooding.
Maintenance Burden: An assessment of the amount of active stewardship required.
Potential for Development: Assessment of the underlying zone and restrictive features, such as ledge,
wetlands, and parcel configuration, that may impede ease of development.
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c1velcpment.
(ui field. poter.ual for '1ltad.:r,.• habi1at Res.aential de,':'l :•pmem u:, ea~\ ~nd Of lot Par·el 1:. more -..·aluo~e
1f 12 Lark.spur 1S protected. too, arid other unprote<le-d o~n ~P.lC~ beyond. Ampl~ lror.tage to as9~l 1n
1\4 ? ce,el'9""'0I. (u,b a:>jllal
...
unpro:e-ct-ed ope-n space. Need to'-t'rif,- 1f deed rE"SII icted o~n spac,e Po1en11al OS v~lue ,r proz.ened with

l

conservat,on easemer,t

constt'\at,0,1e-.as('rr.er,t acqr..11re 111 fee simple
conse,vatKlr ei"'..em~r,t, ,a;·i:iune in f,:e!Jmple

Ct'mervati(v) ea~ert,~nl

.rojoin.ng lo<s.

\'f-nfy statu~ w,.tn P~2: paM in m.dt1~ ot pa~cel: hfStonc mill

conservauon andic-r h1sw, ,c l?-3S~nt
cor1$eN,iHIOf ~~wrr.er11 or atquirt- 1r fee s1mplo:- as
pan vf mult1•parcel deal

conservauGn easement or a.:qu1r(' 1n fee ~101pl(' as
~rt of multiJwrc~I decll
cc•n~l"'.,iSIIC•n -=-ase~nt oequ,re inf~ ~1mpl~ to

Hit:her pottnl&cJI ~c.,lc,gic.;I val-u~ ,t re-:">tored to open meadow; potential ror u gel<! par~ l.:t(k1ng parks in this o'lide bite- deees~ of val•Je if u·of mull •parcel
area of Iown: lo---.· w1ldM~ val ue; l\..;-I J1m1ts d?\'e-lopm~r.t io c.tr1e m<,re 11.:1
~Zil
pu
pij
con~r\'a11on e-a~e,mem 10 provide put·hc acci'S! a~

Cell tv~r-messy. woochiin~ no1 ap~-eolinc
.t

~

~

~HOf~cu,b c,prieal Ad)c!(f-nl to t>tl,tir unprot,ued open ~pac1:- value 1nn1:-a~ 1( -l" :r T.:i<onic 1s al:.o
p,~~ce-d. AA-t. zort£-lim11~dMlorJrriEr,t. or1e moIe 101 pos~Ue. M~ado-...., hab•tdl.
Adjac,er.t l'J unprote<tPcJ open ~pac, Higher value if ~O~ laconic 1::. colso proreue,ct; RA.ti !one locatic..n of
2
. {111)1,'1 arrl ,,robabl(- 1\~tlar,cfa hmil de,~pm...!!!L.f)Otf!'I' ,11c:i_!: siro~ curt , ~
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AdJ<:1Cf'll1 1r Batx.oclc P11;1~tri,e, Bahcock r,l:'f'ds add I a, eage 1,, -...i~tau pc,r~ u~g~ Pro11des Sc:ife "..Om~c
uon t..:. (c,n\'e1se Pond B100~ P,e~r\"e1,om ~b<:ock tJarrot.'dcces~alr~ad1de-~E-l·:..pff1, 1nclud1n& 'lfetlond
uoss111~ and faciltatt-s de\~1.-.p,r,tm in AA.A wne
rJfO;d'::'S s.:,fe coririt:c.uQrl10 Con~r!.e Pr1:-sen·e frcm Bat,cock Pits~~- U~ely o hu1ldobl1;1 J,Jt 8':'r1~fici<1I

pll'I ol rnuk•J,>•<-1 d~al
a\qu1re 1r f~ s.1mple1or publ1< cit..res~

2icqvire 1r fee s,mp~ for p Jbll( access

.Jddo1,on to E,.,l<ock
Mass1v-? 0JI b Gippeal• me.:,OO'l"IS- ~'uWJr-e:- t,uge IJ't.•fG·

big tr~l?S cormect1\11y, ~iY~l,dt:-if:lffl4-L-lf--

Conserva:#",n d~~l,..,pm,r.,,t (If .... iE-n•· eas~men1
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~r..o'Serv..;iuon de-*.l•ment O< S(ernc e~ment
A.cquire fee simpf.e w,· l)Jbl~~access as pan of
m•Jte_p.Jt;el de.ii
Conser1at1on de-JE1cmen1 er scenic edSement
Ne,t to S1anwich club. · lakes- me.idc~- pastures huge lawns- big trees. c.innectMI)' cenuany localed
A:quir€:
f~ '.iimple ,.,,,, pub.it~ iv.'-.f!SS J:, part of
house ,JOd "r.'(:k1f1d5 lNIII ~\'hat lm1{ de-,tE!k>pmeol
mulli-1'-'rcer dear
Ope, ~ace W!iU~ on if ~"'! combination w'lth 2 oc:her propert1e5 ror 3-8 c1cre-s total Ltlt:fy poc~m~ ~uppon conservac M usem~nt (II' WfflH; easem~nt
one f'!';cfe.let in AA4 ze>ne. Steep wpes and watercour~ 10 ·."Je~,.
Open s;,a<:e -..1ue on ,r in comb;r,a~on wicn 2 OIiier properc1-,s for 32 acr.s 101a1. Unde>·eloped J,,re,1 10
c.:..nservat10n easeme"'
·•:est Frooi;,~e co auowsvbdr,is,on ~ms!~ ~Y.:oblem. _ _ _ _ _
Open spa.:e ,•Jloe is 1n combtnatiori with 2 other prcpert1es for 38 acr~ total• F'ocus on prc<ecting str~t
~onsefYation d~r,,pmen( er s.::en.c t-asememt
.iews. eco11:g:~a1 attributes; no;: re,:reaucn.
,;;ea doUeu •.-.,th protected open space A lot of p01ennal open space connectMty Steep slvpes @15%
tonservat10n easemem• .:onfine d-,·~~opmenr to
¾, ¥S 10 be• rear bu;lding lol. EcolQglCJI rescurci!S more valua~e lhan r<ouation.
west best 1f Q<01e..,.?<l w11h a~cen1 Qarcds
conse,vacJon easement confine de~opmeN to
·•ng!e rear 101. Mi, of woods. Adds 10 Olierall corndcr of pro1ec1ed and poten1,al op~n spa'°.
west best 1fp<O!ected w,th adj.Kent jld,<els
C01Jld iie an adandor.ed ~ouse on series of fields. woods Area dotted with pro1eaed open ;pace. A101 oi conservation easement besl ,t pr01e<1ed Mth ad13·
po<enual open space conne(tivl<y. Sleep slopes @,S.., on eastern half frontage for add,c,r,n<ll developcer,l plrcets
mer.l ~p;,.lrent. Beautiful property
Pan of mu!U•parcel estate. e...pao51\1! La~ could be conlltfte-i 10 meadows. VPry stron~ curb appeal '=on- sctnic easement o, acq•Jirt in. ree s1mp1~ for public
nected le ether un ocected. un~I~ la~d
..:cesc .s po., ot muh1-~cet d".;!_
Part of mu!t1-parcel e5tate E)(pansrve lani CO(Jld OOco~ned: to ~adow;._ Very strong curb appe.;1 Coer ~enic ea2-ment or acquire in fee simple° for publi(
nected to otho!r unprol~Ced. u n ~ l.nd
__
acc~s a5.Jlil'!OI mul11-, reel dell
Wooded buffer borderir,g IOJ)l'ng fls!lds. Added ,alueif multi~• p;i,cels are proieued big greenw->, ar~• coose!'¥i,tioo easement or acqu1re 1n ife simple "fur
poss,bl~. Stet-p sJope:; (IS-2S~) and possible h,Psideseeps a$,..Y-a<-ed with waterc.ur-ses oould ltm1t de..-~- put.i,, accia-ss as pan 1;1r rruh,p.;rc':'t deal

A(:ros> from µ~o Ji~lds•ha~ race trac~. MdSSi .-e curb ctppeal meadovr: pastures hug, 1-¾Y.ns big I f"ti.
conneaMt/: eas;ly .Jim!~. ne•t 10 ol/1er desired o~n sp;ic~

Of'TOfll.

(1(/Se Rc,d

(ll)SI? Rc3d
Burwir g H1I R1ad

-

•

Wooded )r'~o) ad1acrnt 10 mprnle<ted open ~Ct? 10 el-;.t ~nd ,,..e-:.t. \'alui=- 11~ in open sp..,c~ as ~re or
• l•r,;,;r~ffc<t to pruect ad1ominglarxJ Appears"' b. a buldmgl0< Steep slopes_ 20-4/J'l,. 1n cenc~r and
~lS[~rn ......flli)OOftot.
Meadows and wc>Xled area aaTacenc 10 unpr0tec1ed op;,n sp;,c, 1~ east and south Value 11-s lll vpen
sr,are a~ ~1 of a l-1rg11:r ~ffort to prore<t ad10111'ng land. Ap~¥'$ [O ~ ~tiuddirt. lot ___
New home being bujt 1n nc,rth ~"t"..I corn'!, ~auufl.A land "'1th l.;lit ac..:tSJ Wooded h1Ds1d~ and werldndS
Pare~ l~t~r.t
~rnong~pcent unpro1ec.ted open Spit.~ p...1tc.~;

co~rvat1on eaSE-n'l~'•t or acquir~ inf~ simple for
public xi:ess as pan or mUti-parc~ di?al

~aut1tul l1rid vmh lal...t .;c.:ess. 'Nooded h1Usidt~ and wedar,o: P~r<€4 1rr.oonar1t pie<.e amcng ldJace,)I
unprotected optn $pa,,:e patcets H.:..<es trails• beaut1f1JI ·11ews r.if Topping ldke. .Appf-ir::; to b.? a b•J4drng lot

J<Q•J•r'?' in!~ s,m~~e er e;,~mer1t with puUIC
access prefera~ Valu~ is r1~ i0 pr~A!rv:it,r,n of
octier ~e~ unprot~ted o~~-e.__

r~e

conservatlOll ea-S€-mer,t. Put11c accessli~~l not
necessary
conservctuon ed~mem, preferltl/\'.ith public
d(Ce'SS
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Atmbutes: notes & 1-5 rating (0 drop off, 1 low, 5 h,gh)
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N•(ep-Ke~f
IUOJS wo,jland 1a , ~ . _of 48• aues, c,n ta1rt1 level 1-lnd Aerial 1rldlutes some ,o.,et <OT iservc,t1on d.-:velor.,rr.er,t
lands. Westch('st~r ; ,rPOr. .a r.rig one side and Bruns"'~c~. S.:~,cd arid (inffith Harrii <.>elf cour5'!' along lwo
2 Dther sides No co!"-:au \\'•:!, other dedlC.ated open spo,:e Ma, 1nd•Jde 1rl\.asr.~ and requ11~ ma1r,1enance
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sa,

• :ind f1ekls 1t.., • ,·~nd now, anciwest into

,~ew •or~ ontht orhf:r SM:fe c-ror,~rc Road Segt-'•

'rv, • .tt "~1ofGree"l· "l t>)- fiaJ A~-g amount of $.t~p ~lopt..>S and wetlorids BE'> 50 Zvrurrg P1Jbl1c
rl,((t,
it:lents h:m,1ed due to h~.
~Gre•
Grhlt ,l:S~e1 1tiat ,"'l.• dOO t\'"10 other parcl"is borci,e, :..uctu~on Fa1r(hil:1 G.)r(;len~. Hi&h fence impedes
curDat a:. ~1tt~ or oo invasives or >J1t1es a::,parem. R,:..J zc.rie. PosJ1b1hl}' ot vern~l 1='()01~ E'llteMr,e areas
of slope;, 1 116. Mapc,e.:i wet.lands. anl:l water,ourse Su::,pons Or~-.a, for 5S~ R1n1"r~v1Ue-. E11Gst1n£ trc:11ls•
,,ood roaj
G-~.1~e-s1 a~se, rs that this dnd two other ~r,i?ts bord~ AuduOOn Fa1rth1ld Gard~ns. Wood~d wi1h ia,g~
:•a.35 o:~.1..-e_p_e!~O_!'lg1ng r!om 12-~0Go E~IS!m,n-ood ,oi:1'1s/traits RA..4
Ea~em nalf ~f ~1 naturalt,i .-egetated and <~nnens to otl,,er ur,p,ot~ted or.er ~pace Valu'! In ma,rita;rnng
this gr~enway Public access 'lOl :mponarn E11teru of \-..e-11ands not l1~t+,, to impede subc!MS1e,n, but would

re,:rict de.elopment eovek-;;e.
Hea:th-1 woodla:,d including waler featJres. Borderingl-68J or lo E'aSI. Bi-sectedb'/ ~tote hn~ Ad1acent 10
68 acres of unde-,eloped IBM f.and and other undeveloped f;md Ce-mer of parc~I hos office comr:,ie:.. with
gar ages ~rrO'Jnded trl la-,..,i Public aG:ess may not~ ~{")lta'.9110..!...:!_alu-e I~Green.-.,~h resident~_

cons.erv;,t,on ~~,e,ment

public-pruate pannf!'ish,p. Audubon is natural l':'ad
cosen.-ator.

put-11<-pr1..a1e partntrSh•P AudybOn r:. natural le.,d
c.onSE-rvcitor
rvMervdtlOn easement

r:onser,al.•Of ea-setr1E-nt

Pre~rve ~th-er11 2'3~ConsP.n.auon e~m€'nt
or acqu,r-t 1n fee simple Pl.Jtii,:: access d':'Siratile,f
oCCe~'S to TNC ~lid is itl.',tt1loble.
RoactfleW ,s hugt cliff 'l\1th trees on top. Nor them a'•~tt-\.alw •s •:orn,!"<t:S. to n1e Ncicur~ (on~er,•ari<y.
corurva.uon t>at,.erner,c or conservation ~·Mp~e~1e1n pomon ~elf pro1ecting due to "'·et lands a, d water course ~,.,pe~ and watercours(' ro south would mertt wilt, public access. prefe1JH':
l1m11 d~-'t-1...f'"'•t-nt 1;"1'~'lf4'
SIC'p.eS >20% dr.d "'etlands..pcmds l111'l1t d.:ivi:-bpm~r fX't-!nuaa WOOdland-s and wetklnds mos.1 1mponant to CO~(:l'\·.;1,on eas.err,erit. tE""".,t If bundled w1 ~dJacent
prc.ti?<i: OS \'alue 01 this_p.:,rcel in<reJ~~s 11 unp-ot~eted ~ • ¥0'e 10 ~as1 1s_prote<led
- -~-cll(_
' :t
cort(...ef'Vli!IIC..n e-o~~mem or fer:? Simpl~ a-cquisuon ,r
£,ten~i\·e -,~tJand~e,-rer,dmg otf-s,te. Some steep !Jor.-es P,;rc':'l'S OS o'alue incr~ase-s ,J ctdJoin,ng unproie<t~j IJricS ,~ coris'l'rted. Fc-rmer gl.Jdrdt ouse 1n AUthe.isl cc,r~
bundled w,' adJdCE-nl rc~ls
torm("r~ fl("'l.el•:i~. VdhJe hes 1n broader OS p1 ot~uor, of a,i1ac erit f)or<els. Wc\.Jld r,eed tv r ...ide re-.;egeld· cons.e-n·otic-n e-a~ment o~ fee simple a,qu,st,c,n 11
r,ufldled wt ad;:u:en1 ~cu<~ls
tlCr
;.. ; roLp of ho~ at t~e no,the, n ~n(l v.·,th a hr:e mt'd.Jow sutrO•Jnded by M
' .l(XUand•forest trees Me-,,j. cons~rvauon ~a,5.:.merit None-~ for public dCC~s:.
(IYllldbil,3l J~'10ttar,t.
OS ,,al1Je .noeasts 11 ad1a:t"nt p.,rcel is.wotec.ted
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Appendix B:
Natural Resources
By De11ise Savageau

The Town of Greenwich is fortunate to have a wealth of natural resources within its borders. From
water to woodlands and from wildlife to glacial erratics, our natural resources give character
to our community and provide residents with many benefits including ecosystem services and
recreational opportunities. An inventory of our existing natural resources and an understanding of
their importance and their threats are essential parts of updating the Open Space Plan.

Topography and
Geology
The complex geologic history of the northeastern
United States coastal area has produced the
essential character of the land forms in Greenwich.
Greenwich is located at the intersection of two
major geological formations: the southern portion
of town lies in the Atlantic Coastal Plain, or lapetus
Terrene, while the "back country" in northwest
Greenwich is at the edge of the New England
Upland, or Proto-North American Terrane. The
intersection of these two terranes is known as
Cameron's Line, where between 450 and 320 million
years ago, several collisions of the two terranes
resulted in metamorphism, faulting, and mountain
building. In the areas northwest of Cameron's Line,
heat and pressure from these collisions transformed
existing rock into Manhattan Schist, Fordham
Gneiss. Inwood Marble, and Lowerre Quarzite.
Southeast of the line, the Greenwich landscape is
dominated by Harrison Gneiss and the Hartland
Formation, which were shaped as the sea-floor was
pushed up against the mainland.
The differences in the fracturing and weathering of
each of the rock formations have strong influences
on the local topography of Greenwich. An example

of this localized topography can be seen on the
northern part of Riversville Road, where it cuts
across a valley and swampland that is underlain
by a band of Inwood Marble. The marble is both
softer and more soluble than the surrounding rock
formations, and therefore. is worn down closer to
sea level.
During the last great glacial period, continental
glaciers flowed across New England, sculpting
the landscape. They carved the surface as they
advanced, pressing the bedrock into the earth's
mantle by virtue of the great weight of the ice, and
scraping up and carrying enormous quantities of soi l
and rock that 1s referred to as surface debris Much
of this debris was transported great d stances by
the glaciers; notable examples of this include huge
boulders. known as glacial erratics, that appear to
be out of place scattered throughout the Greenwich
landscape.
Around 17.000 years ago, the last {Wisconsin) glacier
retreated from Connecticut. As the glaciers melted
and retreated, glacial debris was deposited forming
the terminal moraine that we now know as Long
Island and creating a fresh water lake known as
Glacial Lake Connecticut. As the ice cont inued to
melt and the sea level rose, the terminal moraine
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was breached and salt water entered Glacial Lake
Connecticut, beginning the formation of the Long
Island Sound coastline that we have today.
The retreat of the glaciers did not happen all at
once. They retreated and advanced and then
retreated again, forming successional moraines
that in part form many of the islands in Long
Island Sound. As the glaciers retreated, they also
left behind great masses of glacial deposi-tion
in north-south bands, which correspond to the
series of north-south running hills, alternat-ing with
stream-filled valleys throughout Connecticut. These
hills, known as drumlins, are dominant landscape
features in Greenwich. One of the more prominent
drumlins is Quaker Ridge along Riversville Road in
northwest Greenwich.
Perhaps the most visually and historically significant
aspect of the physical geography of Greenwich is
its position on Long Island Sound. The Greenwich
shoreline can be described as a drowned coastline.
This means that at one time, when much of the
world's water supply was locked up in the glaciers,
the water level of the ocean was much lower than
it is today. As the glaciers melted, the level of the

ocean rose, filling in many of the glac·a1 valleys, but
leaving the high points dry. The resulting coastline
is quite complex and typical of New England; 1f a
straight line were drawn between Greenwich's east
and west boundaries across the Long Island Sound
frontage, the line would be about six miles in length;
however, the Greenwich coastline is actually around
35 miles in length, with an additional 7.6 miles of
coastal frontage on offshore islands.
In summary, the basic visual impression of
Greenwich's topography is that of a coastal town
with an interior sharply undulating landscape. A
low lying yet jagged relief is broken up by northsouth bands of rolling glacial till. The high point of
Greenwich, located near where Round Hill Road
crosses the border into New York State, is about
600 feet above sea level, meaning that the land
rises to the inland at an average rate of about 70
feet per mile. More details on the local geology
and topography can be found m the booklet "I.tlf..
Geology of Greenwich. Conri.fi:t !:W" by Reed A.
Schwimmer 1987 produced by the Greenwich
Conservation Commission.

Bedrock outcrop at the town-owned Babcock Preserve.
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Major Soil Types in Greenwich
Drainage Classification

Soil Type

Acreage

Percent Area

Charlton Chatfield Complex

670 1.87

21.76

Well Drained to Somewhat Excessively
Drained

Hollis-Chatfield Rock Outcrop Complex

570 1 96

18 51

Well Drained to Excessively Drained

Paxton and Montauk Soils

2780.S1

9.03

Well Drained

Woodbridge Fine Sandy Loam

202 2 16

6.56

Moderately Well Drained

Ridgebury Leicester and Whitman Soils

1957.70

6.36

Poorly Drained to Very Poorly Drained

Udorthents-Urban Land Complex

1668.70

5.42

Moderately Well Drained to Excessively
Dra·ned

Urban Land-Charlton-Chatfield Complex

1511 .35

4.91

Well Drained to Somewhat Excess·vely
Ora ned

Canton and Charlton Soils

1217.34

3.95

Well Drained

Other Soils

7242.53

23.5

Vanous

Soils
Soil is defined as an unconsolidated mixture of
minerals, organic material, water, and gases that
is on the immediate surface of the earth. It is a
dynamic ecosystem, which serves as a natural
medium for the growth of terrestrial plants. There
Is a great variety of so I types. each with different
properties that can influence drainage patterns
as well as the type of plants that grow in an area.
While there are 45 different types of soil found in
Greenwich, 76 percent of the land area is composed
of just 8 types of soil which have a major impact on
flora and fauna.
Generally, the dominant soil types 1n Greenwich
have a depth of less than 40 inches to bedrock or
other restrictive layer. This includes a number of
soil complexes with rock outcrops as a component;
these features are characterized by a depth of 0
to 4 inches co bedrock. However, other dominant
soil types that include Canton, Charlton, Leicester,
and Udorthents components, may have depths
greater than 80 inches to bedrock or another
restrictive layer. The water table is generally
close to the surface 1n most areas of Greenwich
and consequently there are very few aquifers of
appreciable size in surficial deposits due to the
shallow bedrock. This Is an important factor to
consider when assessing the supply of groundwater
in Greenwich.

The majority of the dominant soil types in
Greenwich are cons·dered to be well drained
soils. However, 11 43 percent of the land area in
Greenwich is covered by poorly drained or very
poorly drained soils including the Ridgebury,
Leicester and Whitman soils, as well as a variety of
other minority soil types.
The soils in the southern portion of cown reflect
the higher levels of development and urbanization
present in this region. Th·s region is dominated
by the Udorthents-Urban Land Complex and the
Urban Land Charlton Chatfield Complex Urban
soils frequently exist as some variation of other
soil complexes that have been altered through
urbanization and development. These urban soils
generally exhib"t some degree of disturbance wh ich
may include some or all of the fol lowing: mixing,
compaction, low organic content, contamination,
and the presence of fill and construction debris.
Healthy soils are a vital component of all
ecosystems. Soil quality in Greenwich is impacted
by a number of man-made and natural pressures
including land use change, land management
practices, and climate change. In many areas of
Town, soils have been lost, drastically altered, or
covered up by development. Because degraded soils
may have a reduced ability to carry out their natural
functions and they are often very difficult to restore
once impaired, it is vital to protect and properly
manage these important resources
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Water Resources
Long Island Sound
Forming the southern boundary of Greenwich, the
Long Island Sound estuary is one of the Town's
most significant and beautiful natural resources. An
estuary is defined as a semi-enclosed coastal body
of water, which has a free connection with the open
sea and forms a transition zone between marine
and freshwater environments.
Long Island Sound extends 110 miles east to
west. separating Connecticut and Long Island.
At its widest point, the Sound is 21 miles wide;
off of Greenwich the width is approximately 7
miles. The US Environmental Protection Agency
has designated Long Island Sound as an estuary
of national significance, whose estuarine waters,
natural ecosystems. and economic activities have
been deemed by Congress to be critical to the
environmental health and economic well-being of
the nation.
Long Island Sound provides a diverse array of
habitat types including beaches, dunes, rocky
intertidal areas, deep and shallow open water
habitats, eelgrass beds, and tidal wetlands. The wide
variety of habitats support a diverse assemblage of
plant and arnmal species and also provide a myriad
o f ecosystem services. One critically important and
especially vulnerable habitat type Is tidal wetlands,
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which are among the most productive eco systems
on earth. Tidal wetlands are wetlands that are
periodically flooded and exposed by the risi ng and
falling tides. Greenwich has approximately 44.5
acres of tidal wetlands as defined by their hydnc soil
type.
Tidal wetlands provide important foraging, nesting,
and refuge areas for many species of birds, critical
nursery habitat for fish species, as well as important
habitat for many other organisms that 1nhab1t the
Long Island Sound coast. They also offer several
other ecosystem services including trapping
sediments and nutrients, reducing turbidity, filtering
out heavy metals and other tox ins. buffen ng against
flooding, as well as reducing the impacts o f storm
and wave energy.
Long Island Sound is a tremendously productive
estuary that supports a number of important
commercial and recreationa l fisheries. More than
120 species of finfish inhabit the sound and it
provides important spawning habitat for more
than 50 of these species. Long Island Sound also
supports more than 1,200 species of invertebrates,
including several recreationally and commercially
important species such as oysters, scallops. clams.
lobster, and other shellfish. Greenwich's coastal
waters support a variety of shellfish including
oysters, hard and soft shell clams, and blue mussels.
however poor water quality in Long Island Sound
prompted the closure of these beds in 1960 by the

-
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CT Department of Agriculture. In 1986, 14 years
after the passage of the federal Clean Water Act,
the Greenwich Shellfish Commission was formed
and began working to re-open the town's shellfish
beds. Today, through careful management and
improvements in water quality, the beds are open
and support ar I important recreational shellfishery
for town residents.
The natural beauty and diversity offered by Long
Island Sound's coastline attracts many recreational
boaters, beachgoers, and naturalists who, in turn,
form an important component of the local economy
The Town of Greenwich owns and manages 8
coastal parks: Greenwich Point Park, Byram Beach,
Grass Island, Island Beach, Great Captain's Island,
Bruce Park, Roger Sherman Baldwin Park, and the
newly restored Cos Cob Power Plant site. It also has
3 marinas: Greenwich Point Marina, Mianus R·ver
Marina, and the Grass Island Marina.
One of the biggest challenges Greenwich residents
will face ~n the coming years is finding ways to deal
with the ris ng sea levels and increased frequency
of severe storms that are anticipated in association
with global climate change. It is estimated that
sea levels have risen about 0.8 feet over the past
100 years in Long Island Sound. This trend is
expected to continue, and even low sea level rise
projections of 1-2 feet by the end of this century
would result in the loss of between 38 and 83 acres
of Greenwich's current shoreline. This will impact
the entire Greenwich coastline including all of our
coastal parks and the recreational opportunities and
ecosystems they support.

Rivers, Streams, and Watersheds
A watershed is an area of land where all of the
water that falls on it or drains off of it flows out to a
common waterbody. Most watersheds are drained
by a river or stream, though some are drained by
direct surface runoff or groundwater flow. All of the
land in Greenwich is within the Long Island Sound
Watershed. In Greenwich, the land area is further
divided into six subregional watersheds with their
associated streams, as well as an area of land that
drains directly into Long Island Sound.
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Byram River Watershed
The Byram River Watershed is approximately
30 square miles and is spread over portions of
Greenwich and five other towns in Westchester
County, New York. The headwaters of the Byram
River are located 1n North Castle NY. The Byram
River drains into Long Island Sound and serves
as the boundary between Greenwich and Port
Chester, NY. The Route 1 Bridge is considered to be
the boundary between freshwater and estuarine
sections of the river.
Water quality of the Byram River 1s generally
fair and varies throughout the watershed. The
mainstern Byram River received a surface water
quality classification of B. The east branch of the
Byram River as well as Pemberwick Brook received
a classification of A, indicating higher quality. The
tidal portion of the river Is classified as SB indicating
impairment.
The hydrology of the Byram River watershed is
heavily influenced by dams. Over 40 darns are
present In the watershed today; most of these
are historic mill dams that are relicts of the
area's agricultural and industrial past. Despite
the presence of these dams and other human
alterations to the river channel, portions of the
Byram River watershed still have functional
floodplains that are subject to period ic riverine
flooding.
The Byram River Watershed Coalition completed
a watershed managem em plan for the Byram
River in fall 2011. This plan provides a detailed
evaluation of non-point pollution sources and offers
advice on minimizing their impacts with good land
management practices.

M ia nus River Watershed
The Mranus River Watershed drains approximate ly
34 square miles and is the public drinking water
supply for Greenwich and surrounding communities.
The headwaters of the watershed are found in
North Castle and Bedford, NY. The majority of the
watershed is found in Stamford. CT, North Castle,
Bedford, and Pound Ridge of Westchester County,

NY.
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Connecticut Water Quality
Classifications
Under Connecticut's Water Quality Scandards, classifications have
been established to provide guidance in the regulation of surface
and ground waters such that water quality is maintained or
•rnproved. The classes as well as their associated designated uses are
listed ,n the table below.

Class

Designated Uses

- -----------

1nIand Surface Waters

The Mianus River watershed is fragmented by a
number of dams that greatly influence the watershed's hydrology. Notable dams in the watershed
are the Samuel Bargh Reservoir Dam In northern
Stamford and the M1anus Mill Pond Dam 1n
Greenwich, which serve as storage and diversion
points for the Aquarion Water Company, as well
as the Mianus Pond Dam, which forms a barr er
between freshwater and marine environments. A
fishway at the Mia nus Pond Dam forms a critical link

AA

Existing or proposed drinking water supply,
fish & wildlife habitat. recreation, agricultural &
industrial water supply

for many aquatic organ isms between the Mianus
River watershed and Long Island Sound. Strick land

A

Potential drinking water supply, fish & w ldlife
habitat, recreation. agricultural & industrial
water supply, navigation

n the lower portion of the watershed and is subJect
to a combinati on of tidal and r iverine flooding after

6

Fish & wildlife habitat, recreational u~e.
agricultural & industrial water supply, navigation

Coastal & Marine Surface Waters

SA

SB

Marine fish, shellfish. & wildliie habitat. shell
fish harvesting for direct human consumption,
recreation, navigation
Marine fish, shellfish. & wildlife habitat. shellfsh
harvesting for transfer to approved areas for
purification prior to human consumption,
recreation. navigation

Groundwater
GM

Existing or potential public supply of water
suitable for drinking without treatment;
baseflow for hydraulically connected surface
water bodies

GA

Ex1st1ng private and potential pubhc or private
supplies of water suitable for drinking without
treatment; baseflow for hydraulically connected
surface water bodies.

GB

Industrial process water and cooling waters;
baseflow for hydraulically connected surface
water bodies; presumed not suitable for human
consumption without treatment

GC

Assimilation of discharge authori: ed by the
Commissioner pursuant to Section 22a-430 of
the General Statutes.

Brook is a maJor tributary that joins the tvlianus River

rain events.
Water quality ·n the Mianus River is good to
excellent, receiving the highest rating of AA. Under
the direction of the Southwest Regional Planning
Agency, and in coordination with the Town of
Greenwich and the lvlianus River Watershed Council.
a watershed management
the Mianus River in 2012.

plan was completed for

Horseneck Brook Watershed
Horseneck Brook Watershed is approximately
6.52 square miles and is comained entirely within
Greenwich. The watershed begins in northeastern
Greenwich just above Upper Cross Road and
extends southwest to where it drains nto Long

Island Sound in the vicinity of Shore Road. The public
water supply reservoir Putnam La ke Is found in the
watershed just south of the Merritt Parkway. Water
quality in the Horseneck Brook watershed is good to

A small section of Horseneck Brook flowing through a high
quality riparian area.
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excellent. Those waters that drain into Putnam Lake
received a rating of AA, while those waters that flow
from Putnam Lake received a rating of A.

Brother's Brook Watershed
Brother's Brook Watershed is approximately 8.89
square miles and is contained entirely in Greenwich.
The watershed begins just north of Lower Cross
Road and extends southwest to where it drams into
Long Island Sound in the vicinity of Bruce Park. The
public water supply reservoir Rockwood Lake is
found in the upper portions of the watershed. Water
quality in the Brother's Brook watershed is good to
excellent. Those waters that drain into Rockwood
Lake received a rating of AA, while those waters that
flow from Rockwood Lake received a rating of A.

Southwest Shoreline Watershed
The Southwest Shoreline Watershed is composed
of areas near the coast that tend to drain directly
into Long Island Sound as surface runoff or
as groundwater flow. Most of the Southwest
Shoreline watershed is heavily developed and
in close proximity to the coast. Streams in this
watershed, such as Cider Mill Brook, are heavily
influenced by tidal cycles and are especially prone
to flooding. The portion of the Southwest Shoreline
watershed located within Greenwich has an area of
approximately 11 square miles.

Other Watersheds
There are small portions of the Blind Brook and
Kens1co Reservoir watersheds in the northwest
corner of Greenwich. The Blind Brook watershed
has an area of approximately 10 square miles, of
which less than .5 square miles is in Greenwich.
The Kensico Reservoir watershed has an area
of approximately 13 square miles, of which
approximately .9 square miles is in Greenwich that
drains into the Kensico Reservoir system which is
part of the drinking water supply for New York City
residents.

Lakes, Ponds, and Reservoirs
Greenwich has an abundance of fresh water
resources, including still waters that range in size
from small ponds and to large public water supply
reservoirs. Many of these lakes and ponds, however,
were manmade by placing dams and creating
DRAFr fi;,1·n r,; ( .. ,. • .w•r.n t'f,u, '}fJU"' Plur, 2022
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impoundments of local streams. Most of these are
small ponds on private properties created either
as farm ponds or for aesthetics. Although they
provide for open water habitat that Is different from
streams, they are subject to sedimentation and
eutrophication.
The largest lakes in Greenwich are the public water
supply reservoirs, Putnam and Rockwood lakes.
Putnam Lake has an area of approximately 100 acres
and Rockwood Lake has an area of approximately
105 acres. These lakes and much of the surrounding
land area are private property owned and
maintained by Aquarion Water Company. These
lakes supply water to a number of Greenwich and
NY residents. The 51-acre M1anus Pond is the only
publicly owned pond of appreciable size. It supports
an important pond habitat for alewife. tvlianus Pond
also provides recreational opportunities including
fishing and kayaking.

Inland Wetlands and
Watercourses
Inland wetlands provide a multitude of ecosystem
services and are an invaluable asset to the town.
They help to maintain surface and groundwater
supplies, control flooding. and mitigate pollutants.
They also provide important habitat. In Connecticut,
inland wetlands are defined by soil type, as outlined
in the CT Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Act
(IWWA). Using the Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) soil classification system, wetland
soils are those that are classified as poorly drained,
very poorly drained, alluvial, and floodplain soils.
There are approximately 3890.5 acres of inland
wetland soils in Greenwich.
Many of the largest intact wetlands in Greenwich are
found on open space properties. Notable wetland
features in Greenwich include the approximately
300 acre Tamarack Swamp in the northwest corner
of Town near Interstate 684. There are also an
abundance of wetland features in the upper reaches
of the Horse neck Brook watershed, including those
found in the town-owned Babcock Preserve. The red
maple swamp is the most prevalent type of wetland
in Greenwich.
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Vernal pools are a unique type of wetlands that are
defined not only their hydrology but by the wildlife
they support. Due to the natural topography and
shallow to bedrock soils in Greenwich. vernal pools
are scattered throughout the forested upland
landscape. Examples of vernal pool habitat can
be found on most of the Town owned open space
parcels north of the post road including Babcock
Preserve, tvlianus River Park, and Montgomery
Pinetum/Pomerance/Tuchman properties.
Vernal pools are temporary bodies of water that
form in small depressions during the spring due to
snowmelt, precipitation, and elevated water tables
and do not support fish populations. They provide
a unique habitat that supports obligate species
that only vernal pool. In Connecticut these include
Jefferson, blue spotted, marbled, and spotted
salamanders. wood frogs, fairy shrimp. and, the
State endangered eastern spadefoot toad Since
vernal pools are often small and may be dry for
much of the year. they are frequently overlooked
as important wetlands. This makes them especially
vulnerable to degradation.

Hydrogeology and Groundwater
Groundwater, or water that is located beneath the
earth's surface, is a critically important resource in
Greenwich and plays an integral role in both human
and natural environments. Typical uses of extracted
groundwater include drinking, bathing. sanitary
use, watering of lawn, filling of swimming pools, and
other miscellaneous uses such as washing cars.
Groundwater also supplies a substantial amount of
water to Greenwich's streams and it is estimated to
make up 35 percent of total annual stream flow.
Groundwater enters the earth's surface through
infiltration of precipitation. After ground water
enters the earth's surface, it is stored in and
flows through pore spaces in permeable rock
or unconsolidated material known as aquifers.
Aquifers can form in both surficial deposits as
well as fractures in crystalline bedrock. Surficial
deposits in Greenwich are composed primarily of
till, a non-sorted mixture of gravel, sand, silt. and
clay deposited by glaciers. The poorly sorted and
compacted nature of till reduces the amount of pore
space available to groundwater. Glacial stratified
deposits, on the other hand. consist of sorted
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layers of gravel, sand. silt, and clay deposited m the
melt water from a retreating glacier. The sorted
nature of these deposits gives them a relatively
high level of pore space, making them among the
most productive aquifers. Glacial stratified deposits
exist in only a few isolated areas of Greenwich, the
largest of which can be found beneath the Tamarack
Swamp and in the Banksville section of town
Groundwater supplies are recharged primarily
from October to May during the non-growing
season. Groundwater quantities usually decline
due to increased evapotranspiration and loss of soil
moisture during the growing season. The amount
of groundwater recharge is also impacted by
landscape factors such as slope, vegetative cover,
variations in geology, and soil moisture. Human
activities can impact the amount of groundwater
recharge. Impervious surfaces can limit the amount
of recharge by preventing infiltration and causing
an increase in the amount of surface runoff.
Interestingly, septic systems can lead to an increase
in the amount of recharge in certain circumstances.
The water flowing from septic systems can represent
a net increase in the amount of groundwater in
those areas ofTown where households are served
by the public water supply system and have a septic
system. This occurs since the water from the public
water supply system originates from an outside
area.
In a 2002 report by USGS, groundwater recharge
rates in Greenwich were estimated to range from
3.9 to 7.5 in/mi2/year. The areas with the highest
recharge were generally found in the northern
sections of town. The more urbanized southern
section of town had the lowest recharge rates,
likely as a result of the higher percentage of
impervious surfaces. Despite the low recharge
rates, groundwater supplies are under relatively
little stress in the southern section of town, as this
area is largely served by the public water supply
and it receives very little groundwater withdrawal.
The average amount of residential groundwater
withdrawals was estimated to range from Oto .16
million gallons/mi2/day. The areas with the highest
amount of residential groundwater withdrawals
were found in the upper reaches of the East Branch
of the Byram River watershed as well as the upper
reaches of the Mi anus River watershed. These areas
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of Town as well as most of"backcountry" Greenwich
are characterized by large lot and dwelling sizes
and consume more water than households in
other sections ofTown. The above estunates of
groundwater consumption do not include the
groundwater that 1s withdrawn by large consumers
such as golf courses or schools. Further study
1s needed to determine the level of withdrawal
exhibited by these consumers. As developmem
continues in Greenwich. groundwater supplies will
become increasingly important.

Drinking Water
Drinking water in Greenwich is supplied by both
surface and groundwater. Depending on their
lot ation 1n town. Greenwich residents receive
their drinking water supply from either private
groundwater wells or public water supply reservoirs.
By area, the majority of the town is served by
private wells; however the portions of town served
by public water supply have a much higher density
of households. As such, the majority of Greenwich
households receive their water from the public
water supply.
Households served by the public water supply
receive their water from a sen es of three reservoirs
owned and operated by Aquarion and is referenced
as the Greenwich System. Putnam and Rockwood
Reservoirs are located in Greenwich while the
Samuel Bargh Reservoir is located in Stamford All
three reservoirs receive the highest water quality
rating of AA The Greenwich System is a regional
water supply and also serves residents of Port
Chester, Rye, and Rye Brook, NY and some residents
of Stamford.
Twelve percent of households receive their drinking
water from pnvate wells. Private wells in Greenwich
primarily access groundwater stored in bedrock
aquifers. as the extent of highly productive glacial
strat1f1ed aquifers 1s limited. Groundwater quality in
Greenwich is generally excellent, with the exception
of a narrow band through the most developed
portion of town. As a whole, Greenwich received
a rating of GA or GAA. Groundwater rated GA or
GAA is suitable for drinking without treatment. The
narrow band through the most developed portion

of town received a rating of GB and 1s presumed
to be not suitable for human consumption without
treatment.
The water quality of any body of water is inexorably
linked to the natural character and use of the land
1n its watershed In Greenwich, a number of these
factors negatively influence water quality and
quantity. Some of the biggest concerns in Greenwich
are detailed below.

Impervious Cover
Impervious cover is defined as any surface that
does not allow for the infiltration of rainwater into
the soil. Common types ot impervious surfaces
include roads, parking lots, driveways, sidewalks,
buildings, pools, and tennis courts. It may also
include lawns and ot her areas 1f the soil has
become compacted. By area, Greenwich is over
17 percent impervious cover based on data taken
from the l own of Greenwich landcover dataset.
The impervious features are not evenly distributed
throughout Greenwich . The southern portions of
Greenwich below Route 1 are heavily developed
and have a much higher percentage of impervious
cover than the rest of town. Some sub-basins n the
region have greater than 70 percent impervious
cover. The northern portions of town are less heavi ly
developed and characterized by a blend of single
family residential housing on larger lots and large
open space properties with more natural cover.
While there are sub-basins in each watershed that
are below the impairment threshold of 12 percent
·mpervious cover, no watershed as a whole is below
the threshold. Only the Mianus River watershed 1s
close at an even 12 percent impervious cover

Impacts to Water and Water Quality
Watershed

Area
(Acres)

Percent
Impervious

Byram River

18.878

19

Mianus River

21,916

12

Brothers Brook

5,689

16

Horseneck Brook

4,173

21

Southwest Shoreline

6,988

21
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Impervious cover prevents infiltration of
precipitation and leads to an increase in the amount
and rate of surface runoff compared to natural cover
types. This reduces the amount of groundwater
infiltration and causes stream levels to be more
"flashy'' in response to precipitation. Increased levels
of impervious cover can increase the frequency and
severity of riverine flooding due to the increased
surface runoff.
Water qualrty has been demonstrated to be
negatively impacted in streams wh ose watersheds
contain a high percentage of impervious cover. High
levels of impervious cover increase the amount
of stormwater delivered to streams. Stormwater
contains a variety of pollutants which include but
are not timited to chemical pollutants, fertilizers,
pestiodes, petroleum products, and human/animal
waste. A 2008 report on moderately developed
watersheds by the CT DEEP found that no
watersheds with greater than 12 percent impervious
cover met the Aquatic Life Use Support (ALUS) goals
under the Connecticut Clean Water Act

Turf Grass
Turf grass/lawn Is very common feature in the
Greenwich landscape covering approximately 50
percent of the Town. Turf grass is typically found
on private residential properties, golf courses, ball
fields, town parks, as well as school and corporate
campuses. Areas of turf grass are frequently treated
with fertilizers and pesticides in order to enhance
their aesthetic appeal. These substances are
frequently washed into streams during precipitation
and are harmful non-point source pollutants.
Excessive nutrient inputs from fertilizers washed
into streams and ponds often result in extensive
algal blooms and increased growth of aquatic plants.
This boom in production is often followed by a drop
in dissolved oxygen and subsequent fish kills as the
plant material dies and decomposes.
Large areas of turf grass within a watershed can
also alter drainage patterns. While turf grass is more
permeable than impervious cover, it generates
more surface runoff and permits less infiltration
compared to natural forest cover. This is especially
true if the soil under the turf grass was compacted
dunng construction. Since 2008, the Town has
managed its turf and playing fields organically
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to reduce the overall amount of pesticides and
herbicides; some golf clubs and homeowners have
also begun to manage their turf more ecologica lly.

Dams and Impoundments
Dams are pervasive features in the Greenwich and
greater Connecticut landscape. In Greenwich alone,
there are 87 documented dams of varying sizes that
impound several miles of local streams. Throughout
history, dams have served a number of purposes in
Greenwich.
In the 18th and 19th centuries. dams supplied
power to mills and helped support a bu rgeoning
mill industry. Dams were also commonly used to
create ponds to provide ice that was harvested for
refrigeration. The 45 ft. tall Pemberw1ck Dam on
the Byram River was constructed in 1867. Today, It
is listed as a recreational dam in the US Army Corps
of Engineers National Inventory of Dams (NID). The
24 ft. tall Mianus Pond Dam was constructed in the
1920s to provide cooling water to the Cos Cob Power
Plant. Today most of these dams no longer serve
their original purposes that they were designed for,
but still impact local rivers.
Dams fragment stream habitats and act as barriers
to the movements of aquatic organisms. Many
species of fish and other aquatic organisms need to
migrate to different habitats throughout their lives
for feeding, spawning, and refuge. Most notably,
migrations of d1adromous fish such as alewife and
blueback herring are blocked by dams. Diadromous
fish are species that cannot complete their life cycle
without migrating between fresh and saltwater. In
the absence of fish passage structures, such as the
fishway and eelpasses found at the Mia nus Pond
Dam, diadromous fish populations would collapse in
many Connecticut streams.
In addition to fragmenting stream habitat, dams
can also greatly alter the physical characteristics of
a stream. Dams often widen stream channels and
slow the flow of water, allowing sediment particles to
sink and settle out of the water column. This results
in a gradual infilling of the stream bed and ponded
areas upstream, as well as a reduction in the
amount of sediments available to be transported
downstream. Consequently, many downstream
habitats such as river banks and estuarine salt
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marshes, which are maintained through sediment
deposition, are at increased risk of being lost
through erosion.
Dams also can alter the natural thermal regime in
streams. Dams often form ponds that are much
wider than unaltered stream channels. As a result,
surface waters are exposed to increased levels
of solar radiation. Ponds may undergo thermal
stratification, where the water separates into distinct
layers; warm at the surface and cold at the bottom.
Streams located below dams that release surface
waters are often much warmer than before the
dams were put in place, whereas streams below
bottom release dams can be considerably colder.
Water temperature is a major factor in determining
which species of aquatic organisms can survive in a
stream.

Septic Systems
In Greenwich, as of 2015, there are a total of 6,210
properties covering 21,225 acres that utilize septic
systems. The majority of septic properties are found
in the northern two thirds of town. However there
are still areas below Route 1 that use septic systems.
Septic systems are a potential source of nutrients
and pathogens to streams and groundwater. Poorly
maintained septic systems may not effectively treat
waste and the outflow water may still contain excess
levels of nutrients and fecal coliform. Untreated
waste can also leach out of leaky septic systems and
ultimately be delivered to streams through baseflow.
Although well drained soils generally are suitable
for septic system installation, some are not.
Specifically, soils that are shallow to bedrock and/
or are excessively well drained often allow for rapid
movement through the soil with little water quality
renovation taking place. These problems may be
exacerbated during storms.

Impacts of Domestic Animals and
Wildlife
Properties that house domestic animals or tend
to attract concentrations of wildlife can create
conditions that negatively
impact water quality. Heavy foot traffic and
excessive grazing in these areas can lead to a
breakdown in soil structure and reduced vegetative
cover. Consequently, soils in these areas are subject

to increased levels of erosion, which can result
in increased nutrient and sediment loads in local
waterways. In some locations with high animal
concentrations, bacteria-containing fecal deposits
can become excessive. Along with soils, these
deposits can also be washed into local waterways
during rain events, especial ly in areas without
vegetated buffers.
While there are no large scale commercial livestock
farms in Greenwich, there are some areas where
concentrations of animals may contribute to a
decline in water quality. Of particular concern are
parks, beaches, and grassy areas near waterways
where geese tend to congregate as well as urban
areas where pets are frequently walked. The area
near the Town transfer station has also been
identified as an area where gulls roost and leave
excessive fecal deposits. In the northern portion
of Town, there are several horse farms that cover
large tracts of land. Best management practices
with regards to landscaping and fertilizing, manure
management and limiting access to sensitive areas
can help keep water quality impacts from these
farms to a minimum.

Flora and Fauna
Resources
The flora (vegetation) and fauna (wildlife) seen in
Greenwich today Is a result of natural and cultural
influences. The layers of geology. topography, soils,
and water resources, in combination with climate,
have provided conditions to form a wide variety of
ecosystems and habitats that support a diversity
of species. Following glaciation, Greenwich evolved
to become primarily a forested landscape with
grasslands in the form of tidal wetlands along the
coast.
Although the first people are known to have existed
in New England by 10,000 YBP, significant human
impacts on a landscape scale most likely began
during the Woodland Period ( 3,000 YBP to 1700)
where Woodland peoples practiced slash/burn
agriculture and lived in large villages. Since the
arrival of the Europeans in t he early 1600's, the
landscape of Greenwich has undergone a number
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of major changes. The land was systematically clear
cut to create fields for agriculture and husbandry,
turning most of the landscape in Greenwich from
forest to farm by the mid-1800s. Between 1850 and
1950, farmland in Connecticut began reverting back
to forest at a faster rate than land was developed,
resulting in net gain in forestland. The stone walls
serve as a reminder of the land's agrarian past.
Over the course of the 20th and 21st centuries, the
rural character of Greenwich has been increasingly
converted to a more suburban and even urban
environment. Throughout the Town, larger lots have
been subdivided leading to an increased housing
density. The intense development and associated
re-grading has led to changes of topography in some
areas. In some cases, native top soils are stripped
and replaced with fill and covered with sod in order
to create lawn areas where natural vegetation stood
previously. Both of these factors combine to alter
drainage and infiltration patterns of precipitation.
In 1940 Greenwich had a population of 35,509.
by the 2010 census the population had grown to
61.171 people. This increase in population and land

use resulted in the downward trend in forest cover
beginning in the 1950's. It was at this time that the
loss of the forest to urban development outpaced
farmland conversion to forests with a negative
net in forest cover. Development also took its toll
on coastal resources where from 1880 to 1970, it
is estimated that over 61% of the tidal wetlands
in Fairfield County were destroyed, mostly by fill
from construction projects includ ing the railway.
While the town's population has remained relatively
stable in recent years, land development and sprawl
continue to impact the natural resources of the
town. It is within this context that the flora and fauna
exist on the Greenwich landscape.

Vegetative Cover Types
In 2016, the Town completed a new aerial
photography fl ght to update the GIS layers. This
included infra-red photos that were used to
create a detailed land cover layer for the Town
that includes an nventory of major vegetative
cover. Approximately 29% of Greenwich is covered
by natural forest The most prevalent 1s upland
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Broadleaf forest is the most common type of natural vegetation found on Greenwich's open space properties.

broadleaved forest. covering 21.5% of the land,
followed by forested wetland, which largely consist s
of red maple swamps and covers approximately
5.8% of the land area. Only 1.7% of the land Is in
conifers or mixed stands. The largest contiguous
areas of broadleaved forest are found on open
space properties in the northern portion of town.
The forest cover in Connecticut. in general, and in
Greenwich particularly, consists of a unique blend
of forest tree species. Greenwich is located in a
transition zone between tl1e northern hardwood
-conifer forest type and central hardwood forest
type. The intersection of these two forest types
leads to a diversity of plant species not seen in other
parts of the state. The most common association
in the central hardwoods is the oak-hickory
association, which, in Greenwich, is represented by
white oak. black oak, northern red oak, chestnut
oak, eastern red cedar, sugar maple, sassafras,
sweetgum, blackgum (tupelo), black birch, yellow
(tulip) poplar, shagbark-pignut-bitternut hickory,
and formerly American chestnut. Sweetgum and
tulip poplar, are present in Greenwich and are
at the extreme northern limits of their natural
range. Common tree species in the understory
include flowering dogwood, eastern redbud, and
serviceberry. Typical under story shrubs of the

central hardwoods include witch hazel. blueberries.
mountain laurel, viburnum, and beaked hazel.
Mountain laurel (the Connecticut State flower)
and witch hazel are prevalent in the understory
throughout Greenwich. Northern hardwood-conifer
representatives found in Greenwich are northern
pin oak, trembling aspen, bigtooth aspen, black
cherry. paper birch, gray birch. yellow birch. eastern
white pine, northern red oak, red maple, eastern
hemlock, sugar maple, and American beech.
Areas of coniferous forest are generally small
and scattered around Greenwich. There is an
approximately 26 acre area of coniferous forest
spread across multiple properties in the vicinity of
Audubon Lane. Other smaller stands of coniferous
forest are found along the shore of Putnam Lake
and on a number of golf courses in Greenwich.
Common species include eastern hemlock, white
pine, and northern white cedar. Pure stands of white
pine trees are considered to be plantation grown in
Greenwich.
Over 30% of the land area in Greenwich has been
identified as residential forest or urban forest. In
these areas, the tree canopy is maintained but the
natural understory has been replaced by turf grass,
ornamental plantings, and impervious cover. The
term urban forest covers a broad range of woody
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Patch of urban forest near Greenwich Avenue.

vegetation that is integrated into the manmade
landscape. generally isolated from naturally
occurr ng areas of forest Besides residential
properties, urban forests also include trees that
line streets and sidewalks, trees planted around
buildings, and trees in landscaped public parks.
Within the urban forest, individual trees take on an
important role. As part of a managed landscape,
tree species in urban forests include a variety of
native and ornamental trees.
Urban forests provide a variety of sociological
and environmental benefits. The presence of
trees in urban settings has been demonstrated to
decrease the stress of residents. Trees increase
property values and enhance the aesthetic quality
of streets. Urban forests reduce energy usage by
providing shade in the summer and blocking cold
winter winds. They improve air quality by removing
CO2 and other gaseous pollutants, and producing
oxygen. Notable examples of urban forest include
the trees along Greenwich Avenue, Old Greenwich,
and Byram. The Greenwich Tree Conservancy, a
nonprofit organization dedicated to protecting and
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enhancing the town's tree and forest resources, has
been a champion in preserving the Town's urban
forest.
Although they provide many benefits, urban forests
function differently than natural forests. Urban
areas typically are characterized by high levels
of impervious cover and turf grass. resulting in
greater amounts of surface runoff and decreased
groundwater infiltration. Urban trees may help
m t1gate for storm water runoff by absorbing
rain water, intercepting rainfall with leaves. and
preventing soil erosion, but they do not provide
all of the ecosystem services of a natural forest.
Compared to natural forest. urban forest usually
provides limited habitat for wildlife. One particular
area of concern is the impact on pollinators caused
by the prevalence of ornamental, non-native
species.
Grasslands are a small (< 3 %) but important
component of the Greenwich landscape and
include upland meadows, emergent wetlands,
and tidal marsh. Grassland are generally defined
as open areas dominated by a diversity of non-
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woody vegetation. Healthy grasslands contain a
variety of native grasses, forbs, and wildflowers
and provide higher quality habitat than turf grass
to birds and other species of wildlife. The grassland
habitat is found in the northern portion of town on
large properties where horses are often kept, on
Greenwich Land Trust and Audubon properties, as
well as along the coast including on the publically
owned Greenwich Point and Great Captains Island .

Threats to Native Vegetation
Forest Pests and Invasive Species
Greenwich forests are being threatened by several
insect species. Similar to the chestnut blight
that nearly extirpated the American chestnut,
infestations of these pest s may have devastating
consequences for some native tree populations.
The hemlock wooly adelgid is a species of insect that
poses a serious threat to the population of eastern
hemlock. The hemlock woolly adelgid feeds on the
phloem of new hemlock shoots and can prevent
new growth on hemlock trees. Trees afflicted with
the hemlock wooly adelgid can be identified by
the small fuzzy white egg sacs deposited on the
underside of hemlock needles. These have been
found in Greenwich where many of our hemlocks
are already infected. The emerald ash borer is an
invasive beetle that has the potential to decimate
the population of ash species in our region.
Although not yet documented in Greenwich, they
have been found in Fairfield and Westchester
counties. The State of CT is under quarantine for this
species. The Asian longhorned beetle, is another
pest that is being closely monitored. It has been
found from New York City to Boston, although no
populations have yet been discovered in Fairfield
County. This pest attacks a variety of hardwood
trees including sugar maples. The Town, working
closely with our partners, is monitoring for these
pests and has trained volunteers how to identify
these threats.
Throughout Greenwich, the understory of forested
areas has been heavily impacted by the spread
of invasive plant species. This led to decreased
diversity of native plant species and a loss of
habitat function. Invasive plant species generally
reproduce and grow very quickly, and are able to
outcompete native plants for nutrients and light.
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They are usually well adapted to quickly colonizing
areas affected by human and natural disturbances.
In Greenwich, forest fragmentation from land
development further exacerbates the problem.
Invasive species often have few natural predators in
new environments. Left unchecked, invasive plant
species can form monocultures, preventing native
forest regeneration, impairing water quality, and
diminishing the value of habitat to wildlife. especially
songbirds. Common invasive plant species in
Greenwich include phragmites, Japanese knotweed,
Japanese barberry, non-native honeysuckle, burning
bush, multiflora rose, porcelain berry, mile-a-minute
vine, and oriental bittersweet.

lnvaslve Barberry.

Dense monoculture ofJapanese barberry dominating the
understory1n an area of the Babcock Preserve.

Deer Browse
Our forests are further impacted by excessive deer
browsing from an overabundant population of
whitetail deer. The lack of understory in Greenwich's
forest 1s clear indication of the major impact. The
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carrying capacity of our forests is between 10 and
12 deer/sq. mi. and Greenwich's deer population
1s estimated at over 60 deer/sq. mi. This not only
facilitates the spread of invasive species, which
the deer do not browse as readily, but has a huge
impact on the forest ecosystem. Deer browse 1s
responsible for the decline in diversity of native
plants including wildflowers, loss of habitat for birds,
and also reduces the ability of the natural forest to
control stormwater runoff

Storm Events and Climate Change
Long term precipitation records are showing
tl1at our region is experiencing more intense
storm events but also longer periods between
prec pitation events. In Greenwich, our forests
are having to adapt to these changing climatic
conditions. Add1t1onally, recent high wind storm
events have also taken a tolt on our natural and
urban forests. Hurricanes and severe winter storms
have displaced thousands of trees in Greenwich.
With little or no understory to easily regenerate,
this is opening up new areas to spread of invasive
species. During these events, trees from our
urban forest also caused damage to utility lines,
infrastructure. and private property, as well as
threatening human health and safety. As a result our
urban forests are no longer seen as assets, but as
threats by some members of our community. The
Town, together with partners like the Greenwich
Tree Conservancy, is working to ensure that
our urban forests are properly understood and
managed.

Fauna and Habitats
Greenwich's landscape is home to a variety of
wildlife habitats ranging from intertidal flats to
forested uplands and from vernal pools to sandy
beach, and it supports a wide variety of fish and
wtldlife species. With over 63.000 residents, the
land use and development patterns in Town have
resulted in fragmented forest blocks, significant loss
of tidal wetlands, and with residential forest/turf
grass being the single largest land use.
Within this urban landscape are pockets of natural
forest and coastal habitats that provide the complex
mixture of food, cover, water, space requirements,
and environmental conditions that animals require

to survive. These provide the most diversity when
they are linked together by corridors or greenways
that allow animal species to maintain healthy
breeding populations and foraging ranges. The
Mia nus River Greenway is one such corridor the
runs from the Mill Pond in Cos Cob to the Mianus
River Gorge Preserve in New York and has been
recognized by the State of Connecticut as an
important greenway. It includes the Pomerance/
Tuchman/Pinetum, the Mianus River Park
(Greenwich/Stamford), Mianus River State Park, and
the Gorge, which 1s the first property ever protected
by the Nature Conservancy.
The Byram River Watershed is another corridor with
open space starting at the Caroline Place Pond in
Pemberw1ck and ending with the Audubon Center
property on Riversvllle Road. This corridor includes
properties owned by the Boy Scouts, Greenwich
Land Trust and the Fairchild Gardens, another p ece
owned by Audubon. The watersheds of Horseneck
Brook and Brothers Brook, north of Putnam and
Rockwood Lakes also have a significant amount of
contiguous open space. Significant coastal open
space areas with important wildlife habitat include
Greenwich Point Park. Bruce Park, Grass Island,
Byram Beach, Great Captains Island, Calf Island, and
Shell Island.

Mammals
Mammals are among the most charismatic classes
of animals. The mammals found in Greenwich are
representative of a typical temperate deciduous
forest. Frequently observed mammals include: bat
species, chipmunk, cottontail rabbit, coyote, red
fox, m ice, gray squirrel, mole, muskrat. opossum,
raccoon, striped skunk, whitetail deer, woodchuck,
and vole. Less frequently observed but still normally
occurring species include beaver, bobcat black bear,
flying squirrels, river otter, and ha rbor seal. In June
2011, a mountain lion was sighted in Greenwich .
Based on DNA testing, the mountain lion is believed
to have wandered to Greenwich from the Black Hills
region of South Dakota. The mountain lion was killed
in an automobile collision in Milford, CT.

Birds
A great variety of birds can be observed n
Greenwich, with over 245 species documented to
date. The number of species present varies widely
', 7
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throughout the year due to the migratory nature
of birds. Audubon Connecticut conducts annual
bird surveys and maintains a checklist that details
the relative abundance of bird species throughout
the seasons in Greenwich. EBird is a citizen science
based effort in which local birders upload bird
sightings into an online database that 1s monitored
by professionals for ac<.1..iracy.
There are three Important Bird Areas (IBAs) found in
Greenwich; all are properties identified In the open
space inventory. IBAs are part of an international
effort to protect and conserve bird habitats. The
National Audubon Society administers the IBA
program in the USA. IBAs In Greenwich include:

Great Captain's Island: Owned by the Town of
Greenwich, Great Captain's Island (GCI) has an area
of 17 acres and is approximately a mile off the coast
of Greenwicl1. With more than 300 nesting pairs, GCI
Is the home the largest heron and egret rookery In
the State of CT. GCI has also been shown to be an
important stopover point for migratory birds.
Greenwich Paine Park: Greenwich Point Park (GP)
Is a popular coastal park owned by the Town of
Greenwich. With an area of 146 acres, it Is one of
the largest open space properties in town. As a
result of the park's peninsular geography, GP has
a great diversity of habitat types. GP serves as an
excellent stopover point for migrant species, as an
overwintering area for waterfowl. and the nearby
islands provide breeding habitat for a variety of
species.

Audubon Center: With an area of 521 acres. the
Audubon Center IBA is comprised of 5 parcels
ocated in north central Greenwich. Owned by the
National Audubon Society, the Audubon center
property is one of the largest open space properties
in town. The property has a variety of habitats
including: mixed deciduous forest. old fields, water
features. and wet meadows. Because of its unique
location on Quaker Ridge. the Center is ranked in the
top two hawk watch locations in Connecticut with
over 10,000 raptors counted each year. The diversity
and size of the property create some of the best
upland bird habitat available in Greenwich.
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The stretch of river north of the Mianus F1shway
s being considered as an IBA. The spring runs of
anadromous herring provide an important prey
resource for a number of birds including osprey.
herons, and egret.

Reptiles ·
As cold blooded animals, reptiles are more
commonly associated with wa rmer climates.
However a number of reptile species can be found In
Greenwich including a variety of turtles and snakes.
Commonly observed turtles include: common musk
turtle, common snapping turtle. eastern painted
tu rtle, and the diamondback terrapin, which is
found In estuarine environments. The eastern box
turtle and the wood turtle, both Species of Special
Concern in CT, as well as the State Endangered bog
turtle. may also be found In Greenwich. While they
are rare in this region. varieties of sea turtles are
observed in Long Island Sound every year. Common
snakes found in Greenwich include the garter
snake. northern water snake. eastern rat snake. and
eastern ribbon snake. The copperhead is the only
venomous snake with a range in Greenwich.

Amphibians
Amphibians are unique vertebrates that generally
spend the first part of their life cycle as aquatic
organisms before metamorphosing into land
animals. Streams and ponds. wetland areas, vernal
pools. and upland forests provide essential habitat
for these species. Amphibians which may be found
in Greenwich include spring peeper. wood frog,
bull frog. green frog, pickerel frog, gray tree frog,
American toad. Fowler's to ad, spotted salamander.
marbled salamander, red-backed salamander, sl1m1·
salamander, two-lined salamander. northern dusky
salamander, four-toed salamander. and eastern
newt.

Fish
The abundant water features of Greenwich are
populated by a diverse assemblage of fish species
Lake and pond communities are dominated by
bluegill and largemouth bass, with other species
such as yellow perch, golden shiner, chain pickerel,
and brown bullhead being common. The Mianus
and Byram Rivers are stocked by th e CT DEEP with
brook, brown, and rainbow trout. There 1s a Trout

-
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Management Area (TMA) within the Mianus River
Park. The Mianus Pond fishway passes one of the
strongest runs of alewife and blueback herring 1n
the state. with more than 90.000 herring passed
each of the last three years since 2012. Sea run
brown trout fingerlings are stocked in the Mia nus
River. After feeding and growing at sea, adult sea
run brown trout return to the Mianus Pond via
the fishway. The catadromous American eel is also
passed at the Mia nus fishway and an upstream eel
passage program is being developed on the Byram
River with funds from the Long Island Sound Futures
Fund. Common marine species found in Long Island
Sound include: striped bass, bluefish, blackfish,
porgy, summer flounder, bunker, Atlantic silverside,
and mummichog.

Greenwich has both commercial and recreational
shellfish beds The Greenwich Shellfish Commission
oversees the recreational shellfish beds that are
located at Greenwich Point. Great Captain Island,
and Island Beach (aka Little Captain Island). In
2003 the Commission planted two million half-inch.
disease-resistant, Blue Point oysters m the Cove in
order to replenish the oyster population deomated
,n 1997 by two oyster diseases not harmful to
humans, MSX and Dermo. The oyster populations
are recovering. and the Commission has opened
the oyster beds for limited harvest. The Shellfish
Comm1ss1on samples water quality 1n and around
the Cove and islands regula rly at about 30 stations.
The samples are taken to the State Bureau of
Aquaculture in Milford for analysis. The on-shore
beds are open from mid-October to mid-May; the
offshore beds are open year-round. Shellfishing is
monitored regularly by 25 volunteer wardens.
Several trends in Long Island Sound are also being
observed in Greenwich. Blue mussel populations
were low across the Sound. but in the past several
years seem to be recovering. Slipper shells are very
abundant resulting in piles of shell deposit s some
beaches. Horseshoe crab populations are being
monitored and are a concern throughout their
range. They are being harvested as bait for a robust
conch fishery. This activity has been observed in
Greenwich Cove.

Alewife are keystone species that provide a critical
component of the food web for many of Greenwich's
freshwater, marine, and terrestrial predators.

Mollusks, Crustaceans, and Other
Invertebrates
The coastal areas of Greenwich are host to a variety
of invertebrate species. Coastal habitats include
beach/dune, intertidal mudflats, rocky intertidal
zones, tidal wetlands, tidal ponds. and the pelagic
zone. Mollusks found in Greenwich include hard
clams. soft shell clams, razor clams. eastern oyster.
blue mussels. striped mussels, slipper shells. conch,
snails, and barnacles. Crustaceans include American
lobster, blue crabs, spider crabs. green crabs, fiddler
crabs. and hermit crabs. Horseshoe crabs, though
not a true crab but 1n the arthropod family, use the
intertidal zones to breed
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Mollusk, crustaceans, and other invertebrates are
not limited to coastal habitat. Fresh water species
include fresh water clams, fingernail clams, and
crayfish.
A large category of invertebrates are insects and
relatives. These are abundant t hroughout town. Of
particular note are pollinators that include many
species of bees. butterflies, moths, flies. and beetles.
Loss of habitat, replacement of native species with
ornamentals, and use of pesticides are taking a toll
on these species. Many species use water bodies m
part of their lifecycle including dragon flies, damsel
flies, caddis flies, and mosqu itos.

Living with Wildlife in Greenwich
Management of certain wildlife species in open
spaces may be necessary to ensure that the
ecosystem maintains a healthy balance and the
intended use of the property is mai ntained. Within
~/ l
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the Town of Greenwich and many other parts of the
country, overabundant populations of whitetail deer
and resident Canada geese have damaging impacts
on habitats and can Impa1r the intended use of an
open space property. The Town of Greenwich has
been proacnve in managing these species and has

2004, prel1m1nary results of the deer study were
presented to the Conservat on Commission. The
Commission completed its management report and
recommended that the deer herd size in Greenwich
be reduced. Large land owners, includ ng .A.udubon

Whitetail deer

and the Town have conducted deer herd reduction
programs and havi:? encouraged p rivate land owners
to allow for hunting on their property. Although this
may be holding the population steady, no significant

During the past several decades, a number of trends

gains in reducing the herd have been made.

made ~fforts to restore a natural balance.

have combined to create an over-abundance of
white-tailed deer in Greenwich and the surrounding
region. The historical shift in local land use patterns,
from agriculture to residential, has led to a wooded
landscape that provides both ample shelter and
forage for deer. The increased residential density
has resulted in a change from rural to suburban
communities with newer homeowners representing
different lifestyles and values. Where once hunting
was part of everyday life, it is now often not
accepted as common practice. Old pastures have
grown up into mature forest and thickets or have
been replaced by homes with yards and gardens, all

Deer Densities in Greenwich, CT
(Kilpatrick 2004)
Location

Deer Density (deer/ml')

Backcountry (North of Merritt}

18,878

South of Merr tt to Route 1

21,916

Below Route 1

5,689

providing plenty of shelter and food for deer.

Resident Canada Geese

It is clear that without sufficient checks on the deer
population, such as predation, hunting, or food

Overabundant populations of resident geese
are a problem on properties with areas of short

limitations, it will inevitably continue to increase and
cake its toll on the region. Three major problems
related to deer density have been identified in this

grass and/or water features such as town pa rks,
ball fields, corporate campuses, and schools. The
most obvious problem caused by an overabundant

area: a high incidence of Lyme disease; a dramatic
loss of forest biodiversity; and an increase In
deer/vehicle accidents. All three problems clearly

resident goose population is their copious feces
production. A single goose can produce one to

have major negative impacts on human and
environmental health.
In 2000, the First Selectman asked the Conservation
Commission to make recommendations on the
deer management. The Conservation Commission
subsequently began a study of the deer herd with
the University of Connecticut's Wildlife Conservation
and Research Center and the Connecticut DEEP.
In early 2001, an aerial survey was done by DEEP,
which determined that in the backcountry (north
of the Merritt Parkway) there were approximately
68 deer/mi-!. From the Merritt Parkway south to
Putnam Avenue (mid-country) there were up to
52 deer/mi2 and south of Putnam Avenue there
were relatively few deer observed. The carrying
capacity of the land is 10-12 deer/mi2. In May
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Resident Canada geese can be a nuisance if they become
overabundant on open space properties.
,,;o
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two pounds of feces per day. Consequently. the
aesthetic and recreational value of properties can
be impaired by goose feces. Goose feces can lead
to excessive nutrient loading in water bodies, as
well as contamination with fecal coliform bacteria.
During nesting season, geese can be very aggressive
toward people and have known to occasionally
cause injuries.
The Town of Greenwich has been very proactive
and is a leader in the control of resident goose
populations in the region. Each spring Conservation
Commission staff and volunteers oil goose eggs
as part of the Geese Peace program. Egg oiling is
considered to be the rnost humane and effective
method of stabilizing the resident goose population.
The method employed by the Town of Greenwich is
approved by The Humane Society. The Commission
oils over 200 eggs annually and volunteer residents
oil another 60-80 eggs on private properties. The
egg oiling program has helped to prevent continued
growth of the resident goose population; however it
may not be fully effective in preventing geese from
becoming problematic in all areas. On some open
space properties, dog handlers are contracted to aid
in maintaining the aesthetic appeal of speci fic areas
bv using trained border collies to drive away geese.
The dogs do not harm the geese, but continually
harass them. causing them to seek out alternative
locations where they will not be disturbed.

Bears, Coyotes, Foxes, & Raccoons
Species of predators such as coyote, red fox. and
raccoon are a common part of the Greenwich
landscape. Generally, healthy members of these
species pose no threat to humans. Smee 2010,
more sightings of black bear have been reported
and documented. Despite their imposing physical
characteristics. black bears are inherently wary of
humans and attacks on humans are extremely rare.
Problems may arise when people feel threatened by
the presence of one of these species. Conflict can
be avoided by eliminating food sources that would
attract them to a property. Trash cans and pet food
should be stored indoors and pets should not be
fed outside. Bird feeders should be removed from
April to November. Dumpsters, particularly 1n the
back country. need to be bear secure. Although any
mammal may carry rabies. raccoon and red fox are
most likely to become rabid . To avoid conflict with
coyotes, keep small pets indoors and do not walk
them from dusk till dawn as this is the time period
where predators are most active. The Conservation
Commission has created facts sheets for coyotes
and black bears that are on the Town website at:

ht Ips:llwww,greenwichct gov/304/Fis.h-Wildlife
Conservat on•Management.
Additional facts on wildlife species can be found on
the CT DEEP Wildlife website at: hUQS://porta l ct gov/
DEE P/Vl/ddfjfe/Lear O·About-WI,dllfe/WddIi fe-Fac t·
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A wooded pathway in the Babcock Preserve provides
people with an opportunity to walk through a variety of
wildlife habitats.

Town of Greenwich
Board of Selectmen Meeting
September 8, 2022
10:00 a.m.
Town Hall Meeting Room and via Zoom webinar

DRAFT MINUTES
1. Welcome and Pledge of Allegiance
The meeting was called to order at 10:15 a.m.
a. Attendance:
a. First Selectman Fred Camillo - Present
b. Selectwoman Lauren Rabin – Present
c. Select-person Janet Stone McGuigan – Present
2. Approval of minutes
Hold until the September 22, 2022 meeting.
Ms. Rabin made a motion to amend the agenda to
include an item in new business – to reschedule the
September 22 meeting to another date.
Upon a second by Ms. Stone McGuigan, the motion
was approved unanimously.
3. First Selectman’s Updates
Mr. Camillo praised the Parks & Recreation Department for their Labor Day
weekend efforts and two successful fireworks shows that were delayed from the
Fourth of July. He said there may be future consideration of doing one show in July
and another in September to mark the end of the summer season. Mr. Camillo said
that he presided over the swearing in of two new police officers on Sept. 6;
attended a golf outing to benefit Abilis; encouraged residents to attend an
upcoming informational forum with Westchester County Executive George Latimer
regarding the Westchester Airport master plan.
4. Selectwomen’s Updates
Selectwoman Stone McGuigan said she is unable to attend the September 11
remembrance ceremonies because of an out-of-town family commitment that was
delayed by the pandemic. She also highlighted the upcoming international coastal
clean-up day and that the Sustainability Committee will be attending; there would

be a ribbon cutting on September 21 for “Farmer Joe,” the robotic lawn mower at
Town Hall.
Ms. Rabin said she attended the Board of Ethics meeting to preview the Board’s
proposed policy recommendations; she continues participating in meetings with
the Greenwich High School vestibule building committee and is doing a walkthrough with architects for the Central Middle School building committee.
5. Old Business
a. Alternative route for East Coast Greenway from Stamford through Old
Greenwich and Riverside – second read: Michael Kiselak, DPW engineer.
Mr. Kiselak gave a summary of the East Coast Greenway presentation made to
the Board two weeks ago – it is a route that would connect the Greenway from
Stamford, through Old Greenwich and Riverside. Mr. Camillo reported that he
and neither one of his Board colleagues received any complaints about the
proposed route. There was discussion whether speed bumps would be
appropriate to slow down traffic along the route.
Mr. Vin DiMarco, co-chair of the Bicycle Task Force, said that he has not
received any comments about the proposed route.
Upon a motion by Ms. Rabin and a second by Ms.
Stone McGuigan, the Greenway route was approved
unanimously.
6. New Business
a. Conservation Commission 2022 Open Space Plan – first read: Environmental
Affairs Director Patricia Sesto.
Ms. Sesto said work on this draft plan was been two years in the making, with
delays caused by the COVID pandemic. She explained that the plan reviews
what land should be protected, what land should be developed as well as flood
prone areas which continue to grow. She said that the pandemic highlighted the
need for recreational and open spaces. She presented an overview of the plan
and its impact on our community. She said the plan also will be reviewed by the
Planning and Zoning Commission. The Town has 3,900 acres of dedicated open
space.
Mr. DiMarco said he was concerned with a reference in the plan that open space
will help alleviate traffic congestion.

b. Rescheduling of the September 22 Board meeting.
Ms. Rabin said she has to attend the CIRMA meeting in New Haven on that
date as well as the Western Connecticut Council of Government meeting.
The Board agreed to reschedule to September 29.

7. Public Comment.
There was none.

8. Appointments/Nominations
Upon a motion by Ms. Rabin and a second by Ms.
Stone McGuigan, the nomination of Erica Morizio as
an alternate member of the Inland Wetlands and
Water Courses Agency for a term expiring October
31, 2024, was approved unanimously.
9. Adjournment

At approximately 11:25 a.m., Ms. Rabin made a motion
to adjourn. Upon a second by Ms. Stone McGuigan,
the motion was approved unanimously.

___________________________
Prepared by Barbara A. Heins,
Recording Secretary

Town of Greenwich
Board of Selectmen Meeting
September 8, 2022
10:00 a.m.
Town Hall Meeting Room and via Zoom webinar

APPROVED MINUTES
1. Welcome and Pledge of Allegiance
The meeting was called to order at 10: 15 a.m.

a. Attendance:
a. First Selectman Fred Camillo - Present
b. Selectwoman Lauren Rabin - Present
c. Select-person Janet Stone McGuigan - Present

2. Approval of minutes
Hold until the September 22, 2022 meeting.
Ms. Rabin made a motion to amend the agenda to
include an item in new business - to reschedule the
September 22 meeting to another date.
Upon a second by Ms. Stone McGuigan , the motion
was approved unanimously.

3. First Selectman's Updates
Mr. Camillo praised the Parks & Recreation Department for their Labor Day
weekend efforts and two successful fireworks shows that were delayed from the
Fourth of July. He said there may be future consideration of doing one show in July
and another in September to mark the end of the summer season. Mr. Camillo said
that he presided over the swearing in of two new police officers on Sept. 6;
attended a golf outing to benefit Abilis; encouraged residents to attend an
upcoming informational forum with Westchester County Executive George Latimer
regarding the Westchester Airport master plan.

4. Selectwomen's Updates
Selectwoman Stone McGuigan said she is unable to attend the September 11
remembrance ceremonies because of an out-of-town family commitment that was
delayed by the pandemic. She also highlighted the upcoming international coastal
clean-up day and that the Sustainability Committee will be attending; there would

be a ribbon cutting on September 21 for "Farmer Joe," the robotic lawn mower at
Town Hall.
Ms. Rabin said she attended the Board of Ethics meeting to preview the Board's
proposed policy recommendations; she continues participating in meetings with
the Greenwich High School vestibule building committee and is doing a walkthrough with architects for the Central Middle School building committee.
5. Old Business
a. Alternative route for East Coast Greenway from Stamford through Old
Greenwich and Riverside - second read: Michael Kiselak, DPW engineer.

Mr. Kiselak gave a summary of the East Coast Greenway presentation made to
the Board two weeks ago - it is a route that would connect the Greenway from
Stamford, through Old Greenwich and Riverside. Mr. Camillo reported that he
and neither one of his Board colleagues received any complaints about the
proposed route. There was discussion whether speed bumps would be
appropriate to slow down traffic along the route.
Mr. Vin DiMarco, co-chair of the Bicycle Task Force, said that he has not
received any comments about the proposed route.
Upon a motion by Ms. Rabin and a second by Ms.
Stone McGuigan, the Greenway route was approved
unanimously.
6. New Business

a. Conservation Commission 2022 Open Space Plan - first read: Environmental
Affa irs Director Patricia Sesto.
Ms. Sesto said work on this draft plan was been two years in the making, with
delays caused by the COVID pandemic. She explained that the plan reviews
what land should be protected, what land should be developed as well as flood
prone areas which continue to grow. She said that the pandemic highlighted the
need for recreational and open spaces. She presented an overview of the plan
and its impact on our community. She said the plan also will be reviewed by the
Planning and Zoning Commission. The Town has 3,900 acres of dedicated open
space.
Mr. DiMarco said he was concerned with a reference in the plan that open space
will help alleviate traffic congestion.

b. Rescheduling of the September 22 Board meeting.
Ms. Rabin said she has to attend the CIRMA meeting in New Haven on that
date as well as the Western Connecticut Council of Government meeting.
The Board agreed to reschedule to September 29.

7. Public Comment.
There was none.

8. Appointments/Nominations
Upon a motion by Ms. Rabin and a second by Ms.
Stone McGuigan, the nomination of Erica Morizio as
an alternate member of the Inland Wetlands and
Water Courses Agency for a term expiring October
31, 2024, was approved unanimously.

9. Adjournment

At approximately 11 :25 a.m., Ms. Rabin made a motion
to adjourn. Upon a second by Ms. Stone McGuigan,
the motion was approved unanimously.

~
J
Prepared by Barbara A. Heins,
Recording Secretary

